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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
THE ROLES OF POLAR CELL EXTENSIONS 
IN DROSOPHILA MICROPYLE FORMATION 
 
The Drosophila micropyle is a conserved formation utilized to allow sperm 
passage past the robust eggshell structure for fertilization. Micropyle formation follows a 
unique acellular tubulogenesis method where it is secreted and shaped by specialized 
follicle cells including the border cells and polar cells. In late oogenesis, the polar cells 
form extensions that are necessary to create the micropyle pore through which sperm 
enters. Previous work established that polar cell extension presence is required for 
micropyle pore formation. We investigated temporal requirements of extensions 
throughout chorion deposition and found extensions are required during the beginning 
and middle of choriogenesis, but not the end, suggesting that extensions are only 
necessary to form the inner pore structure. We also investigated polar cell extensions 
involvement in formation of sperm-attracting micropyle surface glycoproteins. It was 
found that polar cell extensions are not involved, but some component of the border/polar 
cell cluster is seemingly involved in their formation. Finally, we investigated polar cell 
apoptosis requirements at the end of oogenesis and found that polar cell apoptosis is 
required to clear the micropyle pore for sperm entry. These results support our 
placeholder model of tube formation and contribute to the comprehension of polar cell 
functions. 
 
KEYWORDS: JAK/STAT pathway, Drosophila, oogenesis, micropyle, polar cell 
extensions  
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 CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND 
Overview 
Reproductive mechanisms reflect the survival requirements of the organism. The 
general processes of reproduction are often similar between species, but it is in the 
minute details of each step that we find wildly nuanced mechanisms. These differences 
reflect the individual needs of each organism for survival during the most vulnerable time 
in their life. In Drosophila melanogaster, reproductive adaptations can be readily found 
in the production of the egg chamber. One specific adaptation required for Drosophila 
reproduction is the micropyle, a small conical structure on the anterior end of the egg 
chamber that allows sperm entry for fertilization. Although micropyles are a conserved 
phenomenon across many organisms, the construction and developmental process of the 
Drosophila micropyle are incredibly unique. Crucial to its development during oogenesis 
are a pair of follicle cells called the polar cells. Here we explore the development of the 
micropyle and the roles of the polar cell extensions in its formation. 
 
Background 
Drosophila have two ovaries, both of which are made up by 16 to 21 ovarioles. 
Each ovariole is comprised of six to eight sequentially developing Drosophila oocytes in 
a string, with the most developed egg chamber at the posterior and the least developed 
egg chamber at the anterior. There are 14 stages of development that each egg chamber 
passes through before it is mature, with stage 14 being the final and most mature stage 
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(Eliazer & Buszczak, 2011). In this thesis, we will be primarily focused with late 
oogenesis, specifically stages 10B through 14 (Figure 1.1).  
An important step as the egg chamber reaches maturity and progresses towards 
the end of its developmental process is the formation of the eggshell. Eggshells are a 
conserved phenomenon utilized by a multitude of species, ranging from worms to birds 
and even fish (Grierson & Neville, 1981; Wharton, 1980; Wilson, 2017). Eggshells exist 
in a wide variety of forms across phylogenetic organizations, but all serve the same 
primary purpose as a protective layer to promote embryonic development. Although the 
structure of eggshells can vary widely, one feature that is often conserved, especially 
among insects, is the use of a chorion protective layer. Eggshells among arthropods are 
highly conserved and generally created in a similar process: follicle cells are responsible 
for depositing the vitelline membrane, wax layer, inner chorion layer, endochorion, and 
exochorion (Rezende, Vargas, Moussian, & Cohen, 2016).  Drosophila also utilize this 
method of eggshell formation, with a final hardening step at the end (Margaritis, Kafatos, 
& Petri, 1980). Each layer of the eggshell is multipurposed and contributes to 
development in multiple ways; for example, the vitelline membrane not only helps make 
up the robust eggshell structure, but it also aids in localizing embryonic patterning cues 
(Wu, Manogaran, Beauchamp, & Waring, 2010). Although these eggshells are robust and 
capable of withstanding many environmental hazards, they also inhibit essential 
processes like gas exchange and fertilization.  
Many insects produce specialized structures as a mechanism of creating chorionic 
specialization and forming integral developmental structures during eggshell formation, 
in addition to avoiding the problems that the eggshell creates. Examples of these 
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structures include respiratory appendages for oxygen uptake, an operculum that acts as an 
exit point for hatching larva, and micropyles that permit sperm entry. Drosophila egg 
chambers utilize respiratory appendages called the dorsal appendages, which form during 
oogenesis alongside the micropyle. Like the micropyle, these structures represent a 
unique form of tubulogenesis that provides insight into the mechanisms behind different 
forms of acellular tube formation. However, the unique formation process of the dorsal 
appendages also resembles that of primary neurulation in vertebrates, providing 
information on how similar processes can be executed through wildly different methods 
(Berg, 2008). An operculum is also utilized during Drosophila development and provides 
an exit point during larvae hatching. Conserved across many species of insects, the 
operculum is a thin section of the eggshell that can be broken easily and allow for larvae 
to escape (Margaritis et al., 1980). In addition to respiratory appendages and an 
operculum, another commonly employed chorionic structure is the micropyle. 
The micropyle is a conserved phenomenon across many species ranging from 
insects to fish (Iossa, Gage, & Eady, 2016; Yashiro & Matsuura, 2014; Yi et al., 2019), 
with varying morphologies ranging from simple pores on the surface of the egg to 
protrusions with up to 20 pores. Without a micropyle pore, sperm are not able to 
penetrate the egg and fertilization is impossible (Giedt, 2018). Although the general 
function of a micropyle is conserved, the process in which they form and their final 
phenotypes vary widely. In butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera), egg chambers between 
species vary in number of micropyles, and increases in micropyle number are often 
associated with increased promiscuity (Iossa et al., 2016). In zebrafish (Danio rerio), 
micropyles are formed from a single micropylar cell in a method that closely resembles 
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that of Drosophila (Dingare et al., 2018). In termites (Reticulitermes speratus), queens 
are able to close their micropyle in order to switch from sexual reproduction for the 
purpose of producing colony members to asexual reproduction for the purpose of 
producing a replacement queen (Yashiro & Matsuura, 2014). Each of these micropyles 
differ in their development, phenotype, and secondary utilizations, but all serve the same 
primary purpose of allowing sperm passage.  
In Drosophila, the micropyle is a hollow conical feature located at the anterior 
end of the egg, formed during oogenesis through an orchestration of cell signaling 
mechanisms. Essential to its formation are the border cells and polar cells. The polar cells 
are a pair of specialized somatic cells at both the posterior and the anterior ends of the 
oocyte that are involved in both migration and extension processes during oogenesis. 
Polar cells were not distinguished as a separate cell type for many years; up until that 
point, they were considered to be follicular border cells that extended border cell 
processes of an unknown function into the developing micropyle (Montell, Rorth, & 
Spradling, 1992). Today it is known that polar cells and border cells are two different cell 
types that work together to complete a variety of tasks (Giedt, 2018), many of which are 
dependent on JAK/STAT signaling throughout oogenesis, with the ultimate goal of 
accomplishing micropyle formation.  
 
Micropyle Formation 
JAK/STAT pathway activation is seen as early as the germarium stage of 
development; however, it is in early oogenesis stages 6-7 when the polar cells begin 
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continuous secretion of the ligand Unpaired (Upd), which activates the JAK/STAT 
pathway in the surrounding follicular epithelial cells (McGregor, Xi, & Harrison, 2002). 
In stage 8 of oogenesis, this Upd morphogen secretion causes the closest 4-6 follicular 
epithelial cells that are receiving the highest signaling activity to adopt a border cell fate 
(Starz-Gaiano, Melani, Meinhardt, & Montell, 2009; Xi, McGregor, & Harrison, 2003). 
At stage 9 of oogenesis, a high proportion of the egg chamber is composed of nurse cells 
and border cell migration begins. In stage 9 the border cells undergo an epithelial to 
mesenchymal transition, during which they delaminate from the surrounding follicular 
epithelium and begin to migrate towards the posterior end of the egg chamber, all while 
carrying the non-motile polar cells in the center of the border cell cluster. Activation of 
JAK/STAT through continuous secretion of Upd drives this migration that continues until 
stage 10B when this structure reaches the nurse cell/oocyte boundary in the center of the 
egg chamber. It is at this stage that the polar cells begin extending their projections and 
the border cells begin secreting chorion to form the micropyle. Stage 10B is marked by 
arrival of the border cells to the oocyte, as well as the nurse cells and the oocyte each 
taking up approximately half of the egg chamber.  
It is known that timing of border cell migration is crucial for proper micropyle 
formation. When border cell migration is delayed or halted altogether with the mutant 
slow border cells (slbo) or by experimental border cell ablation, the resulting micropyles 
formed without a pore (Montell et al., 1992; Silver, Geisbrecht, & Montell, 2005). This 
subtle defect prevents sperm entry into the egg chamber, therefore preventing fertilization 
of the egg. Because the border cell cluster does not arrive with the polar cells until after 
chorion deposition begins, it is likely that the polar cell extensions are unable to create 
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the space that would eventually become the pore. By delaying the border cells, the polar 
cells in slbo mutants do not arrive and form extensions until after choriogenesis is 
occurring. 
Following the arrival of the border cell cluster carrying the polar cells to the nurse 
cell/oocyte boundary, polar cells begin to form extensions in stage 10B (Figure 1.2). The 
polar cell projections in stage 10B create a foot-like shape that contacts the oocyte prior 
to the beginning of chorion deposition, with one coming from each polar cell. Each 
protrusion creates multiple short filaments from its edge that progress into filamentous 
processes as oogenesis continues (Giedt, 2018). In stages 11-12, these extensions appear 
to become constricted and begin to elongate as the short filaments form. Chorion 
deposition by the border cells also begins in stage 11 (Pascucci, Perrino, Mahowald, & 
Waring, 1996; Waring & Mahowald, 1979). Stages 11-13 of chorion deposition are 
characterized by advancement of nurse cell dumping (nurse cell death), polar cell 
extension progression, and initial formation of the dorsal appendages in stage 13. These 
extensions continue to grow and elongate into stage 14, when the micropyle is visible in 
its final form. Stage 14 is marked by completion of nurse cell dumping, dorsal appendage 
elongation, and polar cell extension formation. As extension growth progresses, a 
primary extension from each polar cell is formed from which multiple small filaments 
extend, contacting the oocyte and the chorion.  Throughout this process, the micropyle 
can be seen progressing from a small mound of chorion into its final conical shape as 
chorion deposition continues. In stage 14 micropyle development is completed and polar 
cells undergo apoptosis and disintegrate along with their extensions. Previous work in our 
lab done by Michelle Giedt determined the requirement of these polar cell extensions for 
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proper micropyle formation. Requirements for JAK/STAT pathway expression, adhesion 
molecule presence, and cell polarity regulation were all tested, among others.  
 
JAK/STAT Signaling in the Polar Cells 
The JAK/STAT pathway is a signaling pathway used to regulate homeostasis and 
development in animals, from flies to humans. In mammals, JAK/STAT controls a 
diverse array of cytokines, growth factors, and other related molecules (O'Shea et al., 
2015; Rawlings, Rosler, & Harrison, 2004). When this process is interrupted by mutation, 
a variety of diseases can result, including inflammatory diseases, leukemias, and others 
(Rawlings et al., 2004). Because of this, furthering our understanding of JAK/STAT 
processes may lead to insight that could one day be used in treatments of these diseases. 
Drosophila also utilize the JAK/STAT pathway in homeostatic and developmental 
processes. This pathway usage mirrors that of humans, albeit in a much simpler fashion. 
Human JAK/STAT signaling requires four members of the JAK family to function: 
JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, and Tyk2; in Drosophila, the singular member is JAK. Similarly, 
human JAK/STAT signaling activates seven different STAT transcription factors, while 
Drosophila require only one (Giedt, 2018; O'Shea et al., 2015; Rawlings et al., 2004). 
Simplifications like this exist across the rest of the Drosophila JAK/STAT pathway and 
make Drosophila an ideal candidate for studying JAK/STAT to gain a more basic 
understanding of homeostatic and developmental functions. 
Although JAK/STAT serves the same general functions across species, the way in 
which those functions are realized can differ drastically. Because humans and flies create 
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wildly distinct structures during development and have different requirements for their 
homeostatic functions, the way in which the JAK/STAT pathway is utilized also varies. 
In humans, JAK/STAT is involved in events like T and B cell maturation and viral 
defense mechanisms (O'Shea et al., 2015) In Drosophila, JAK/STAT function is required 
for many events including determination of sex and creation of the micropyle (Giedt, 
2018; Zeidler, Bach, & Perrimon, 2000). The JAK/STAT ligands Upd and Upd3 are both 
expressed by the polar cells and involved in JAK/STAT pathway activation of the border 
cells. In order to investigate ligand contribution to JAK/STAT signaling, Upd3 was 
knocked out in polar cells of developing oocytes, resulting in an increase in both 
unfertilized eggs and eggs with blocked micropyles. Additionally, it was found that Upd3 
knockouts often had polar cell extensions that were uncoordinated, with one extension 
protruding into the micropyle space and the other completely mis-targeted (Giedt, 2018). 
However, it was found that knockout of Upd3 did not affect border cell migration. 
Because paracrine JAK/STAT signaling is required for the initial stages of polar 
cell involvement in border cell creation, our group also looked at whether JAK/STAT 
perturbation in the polar cells affected border cell migration. Border cell migration was 
unaffected in flies expressing STAT92E knockdown in the polar cells, but 25% of egg 
chambers still had defective micropyles (Giedt, 2018). Because of this, our lab 
investigated whether polar cells also utilized any autocrine JAK/STAT signaling in 
extension formation. A STAT92E knockdown was used to reduce JAK/STAT pathway 
function in polar cells and observe resulting extension morphologies. When this was 
done, polar cell extensions were found to be uncoordinated, with extensions missing the 
micropyle entirely. Additionally, extensions were longer and displayed reduced cohesion, 
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and micropyles were blocked at a significantly higher rate than in wild type (Giedt, 
2018). From this, it was concluded that JAK/STAT signaling is required for maintenance 
of polar cell extension morphology, coordination, and cohesion. From these experiments, 
our lab discovered that JAK/STAT signaling from the polar cells is required in a 
paracrine manner for border cell migration and other processes, but it is also required in 
an autocrine manner during late oogenesis for polar cell extension formation. 
 
Polar Cell Adhesion Requirements  
The requirements for adhesion molecules by the polar cells were also studied. 
Because the polar cell extensions reach out in a consistent and repeatable process to make 
contact with the oocyte, there are likely signaling molecules or interactions that are 
involved in helping direct them. It is known that the adhesion molecule DE-cadherin is 
important during border cell migration as the border cells utilize projections to move 
toward the oocyte (Fulga & Rørth, 2002). Additionally, it is known that adhesion 
molecules Fas3 and DE-cadherin are regulated via the JAK/STAT pathway 
(Niewiadomska, Godt, & Tepass, 1999; Wells et al., 2013), so photon counting was done 
on egg chambers stained for both in wild type and STAT92E RNAi mutant oocytes to 
measure differences in staining intensities. No significant difference was found in 
intensity of staining. It was also thought that changes in distribution of these adhesion 
molecules could affect polar cell extension morphology, so distribution patterns of Fas3 
and DE-cadherin were observed for wild type and STAT92E RNAi oocytes. Fas3 and 
DE-cadherin were found in the same locations in both wild type and STAT92E RNAi egg 
chambers, and no significant difference was found. This is consistent with the photon 
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counting results and shows that JAK/STAT disruption does not affect these adhesion 
molecules (Giedt, 2018).   
 
Polarity Requirements in Polar Cells 
Finally, cell polarity regulation in the polar cells was studied. Establishment of 
polarity is known to be important for both epithelial to mesenchymal transitions (EMT) 
and border cell migration during oogenesis. During migration, border cells extend 
processes to contact the nurse cells and create movement towards the oocyte (Fulga & 
Rørth, 2002; Poukkula, Cliffe, Changede, & Rørth, 2011). In a similar fashion, the polar 
cells extend processes from their apical surfaces to create the micropyle pore. Because of 
this, our lab hypothesized that cell polarity regulation was likely important in formation 
of these polar cell extensions. Drosophila create cell polarity through partitioning of 
specific protein complexes to either the apical or the basal surface. Two of these proteins, 
Par6 and bazooka (Par3), were knocked down in polar cells and resulting extensions 
were observed using a membrane-bound GFP. Both mutants significantly affected the 
morphology of the polar cell extensions as they developed but did not inhibit them 
altogether. These results suggested that cell polarity is important in formation of these 
extension processes, but Par6 and bazooka were not central to this establishment of 
polarity. However, further testing may be required to determine the extent of their 
involvement. 
While Par6 and bazooka proteins are partitioned to the apical and basal surfaces 
in cell polarity establishment, the protein responsible for this partitioning is atypical 
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Protein Kinase C (aPKC). Consequently, aPKC activity was abolished with a dominant 
negative mutation (aPKCDN) and resulting polar cell extensions were observed using 
GFP. It was found that expression of aPKCDN completely inhibited polar cell extension 
formation in 80% of egg chambers. As a result, there was a high proportion of egg 
chambers that had micropyles with blocked pores, allowing us to conclude that cell 
polarity establishment is essential for polar cell extension formation and aPKCDN is 
central to this process (Giedt, 2018). These discoveries allow us to ask additional 
questions which are addressed in this thesis.  
 
Goals 
In this thesis I will investigate specific reproductive adaptations in Drosophila, 
focusing on those related to polar cell extensions and the micropyle. Specifically, I aim to 
understand three aspects of polar cell extension involvement in the micropyle formation 
process: (1) polar cell extension timing requirements, (2) possible additional functions 
outside of micropyle maturation completed by polar cell extensions during oogenesis, and 
(3) the importance of polar cell apoptosis.  
First, it is known that proper formation of polar cell extensions is essential for 
micropyle formation (Giedt, 2018; Montell et al., 1992); extensions seemingly act as a 
placeholder for the pore during choriogenesis, and without them the pore does not form. 
However, the requirements for the timing of these projections are unknown. Here I 
determine the stages of late oogenesis in which the polar cell extensions are required to 
produce a properly formed micropyle. 
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Second, it is unknown if the polar cell extensions play a role outside of shaping 
the micropyle pore. Previous work in our lab has shown that mutants with polar cells that 
don’t form extensions result in a micropyle without a pore, making sperm entry 
impossible (Giedt, 2018). I am interested in whether the polar cell extensions are required 
for anything outside of forming this pore; specifically, I want to investigate whether polar 
cell extensions are involved in formation of sperm-attracting glycoproteins on the tip of 
the micropyle.  
Finally, the polar cells are involved in an apoptotic event in stage 14 of 
Drosophila oogenesis in which they die and degrade, leaving an open micropyle pore. 
The function of this event is thought to create an open passage through which sperm can 
then enter, but it is unknown if this apoptosis is a requirement for that or if it is only part 
of a larger follicle cell apoptotic event occurring at the end of oogenesis. In this thesis I 
will investigate the purpose of this event.  
All three of these questions are important for gaining a greater understanding of 
the roles of polar cell extensions in Drosophila micropyle formation. Each focus on a 
different aspect of the extension formation process and builds upon the work done by 
previous students in our lab. By addressing these questions, I will be able to create a 
clearer picture of the minute processes that are required to complete the complex process 
of Drosophila micropyle formation.  
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Figure 1.1: Stages of Drosophila oogenesis. Drosophila oocytes develop in a chain of 
progressively mature oocytes called an ovariole, with each ovary containing 16-21 
ovarioles. Pictured here are the stages of oocyte development focused on in this thesis. 
Border cell migration occurs during stages 9 and 10A, followed by polar cell extension 
formation and chorion deposition in stages 10B-14 and 11-14, respectively. At 10B the 
extensions are first forming and contact the oocyte in a flat, foot-like shape. By stage 13 
the extensions have elongated and formed smaller secondary protrusions.  
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Figure 1.2: Developmental stages of polar cell extensions in wild type flies. 
Diagrammed above are the typically observed polar cell extension phenotypes in wild 
type egg chambers. In stage 10B (A), polar cells first create a foot-like extension that 
contacts the oocyte. Extensions begin to elongate in stages 11 (B) and 12 (C) and 
continue to elongate throughout 13 (D) until they reach maturity in 14 (E). At the end of 
stage 14, polar cells undergo apoptosis and degrade along with their extensions. 
mCD8::GFP was used to track the polar cells in these images. Dotted lines in (A) and (B) 
denote the nurse cell/oocyte boundary and asterisks in (C-E) denote the end of the 
extensions.  
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 CHAPTER TWO: MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Fly Lines and Crosses 
Lines used in this study were as follows: UAS-STAT92E RNAi (BDSC 33637), 
UAS-Upd RNAi (BDSC 33680), UAS- aPKCDN (BDSC 51673), UAS-lifeact.GFP 
(BDSC 57326), UAS-mCD8::GFP (BDSC 5137), UpdGAL4;UAS-mCD8::GFP (BDSC 
), UAS-mCD8::GFP (BDSC 5137), UAS-mCD8.ChRFP/CyO (BDSC 27391), UAS-
DIAP1 (BDSC 6657), UAS-p35/CyO (Steller), Sco/CyO; P{tubP-GAL80ts}7 (BDSC 
7018), UpdGAL4; UAS-LifeAct-GFP, UpdGAL4 (BDSC 26796), X37E, 
UpdGAL4;P{tubP-GAL80ts}7, Slbo-GAL4/CyO (BDSC 8520) 
 
TARGET System Utilization 
The GAL80ts line used in this thesis has 28C as its restrictive temperature that 
causes GAL80 dissociation and expression of the gene under a UAS construct (McGuire, 
Mao, & Davis, 2004). For these experiments, flies were placed at 30C in a water bath for 
the duration of their time at the restrictive temperature. Vials were pre-warmed in the 
water bath and flies were placed in room temperature vials when taken out of the water 
bath. All vials contained a smear of yeast paste.  
 
Fly Dissection, Fixation, and Blocking 
Prior to dissection, flies were placed in a tube with yeast paste for two days at 
28C with an equal number of males (GAL80 flies were kept at room temperature). After 
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two days, females were selected and dissected in PBT (1X Phosphate-buffered saline 
with 0.1% Tween) before being fixed. Fixation was completed on a rotator for 15 minutes 
in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, followed by PBT washes. After dissection and fixation, 
blocking was completed at room temperature for 1 hour, followed immediately by 
staining. Blocking solution was comprised of 5% BSA in 1X PBS with 0.1% Tween, 
stored at 4C. 
 
Antibody Staining 
Ovaries were stained as necessary for each experiment (McGregor et al., 2002) 
using 3-5 day old flies. For anti-GFP staining, ovaries were placed on a rotator for 12 
hours at 4C in blocking solution with polyclonal goat anti-GFP primary. For secondary 
antibody staining, ovaries were placed on a rotator at room temperature for 3 hours in 
blocking solution with Alexa-Fluor 488 anti-goat secondary. 
For Fas3, anti-Fas3 primary was diluted in blocking solution and placed at 4C on 
a rotator for 12 hours. Alexa-Fluor 594 secondary was then diluted in blocking solution 
and placed at room temperature on a rotator for 3-4 more hours. If done in conjunction 
with WGA staining, secondary antibody staining was done by placing tubes on a rotator 
at 4C for 12 hours instead.  
The following primary antibodies were used: polyclonal goat anti GFP (Rockland 
Immunochemicals catalog No. 600-102-215, 1:500), mouse monoclonal anti-Fas3 
(DHSB, 1:30) 
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The following secondary antibodies were used: Alexa-Fluor 488 anti-goat 
(Jackson Immunolabs, 1:1000), Alexa-Fluor 594 anti-mouse (Jackson Immunolabs, 
1:1000), nuclei were stained with a 12-minute incubation in a DAPI solution in PBT. 
 
Glycoprotein Staining 
Dissection and fixation protocols are the same as for immunostaining. WGA 
staining was completed by dilution into a blocking solution and placed on a rotator at 4C 
for 12 hours. This was sometimes done in conjunction with Fas3 secondary antibody 
staining.  
The following stain was used: Fluorescein-conjugated Wheat Germ Agglutinin 
(1:50) diluted in blocking solution. 
 
Imaging of Samples 
Following staining, oocytes were placed in mounting solution (80% glycerol) on a 
slide with a cover slip and sealed. Imaging of fixed samples was completed with both a 
Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope with a 40X Nikon Plan Apo Oil objective and a Leica 
SP8 confocal microscope at 63X magnification. Images were processed using Adobe 
Photoshop and LASX, respectively.  
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Egg Hatching Assays 
Females were placed with males at a 1:1 ratio in a bottle with a grape juice plate 
and yeast paste. Flies were given two days to acclimate, with daily plate changes. After 
two days, eggs were collected from plates, placed on a clean grape juice plate, and 
incubated for 48 hours at 25C. After 48 hours, unhatched eggs were collected and 
mounted in 50% glycerol for examination under a microscope. The micropyle of each 
egg was examined to characterize its channel as either open (i.e. normal), narrow, or 
blocked. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
All statistical analyses were independent samples t-tests performed using R 
Commander (R Core Team, 2019).   
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 CHAPTER THREE: POLAR CELL EXTENSIONS ARE REQUIRED AT  
 THE ONSET OF CHORION DEPOSITION 
Abstract 
The micropyle is a small, hollow cone-like structure located at the anterior end of 
the Drosophila egg chamber. Secreted and shaped by border cells and polar cells, 
respectively, in late stage oogenesis, the micropyle allows sperm entry into the egg for 
fertilization. After reaching the oocyte at stage 10B, the polar cells undergo a dramatic 
and progressive morphological change. Where they contact the oocyte, they produce 
blunt protrusions which are refined into narrower projections as the micropyle forms. 
Finally, the projections become thin extensions during choriogenesis. Drosophila polar 
cell extensions are present during stages 10B-14 of oogenesis and are believed to serve as 
a placeholder for the micropyle pore as it is formed during choriogenesis. However, the 
temporal requirements of these extensions have not previously been studied. We show 
that polar cell extensions are required only during the stages of oogenesis in which the 
beginning of chorion deposition occurs. Because chorion deposition occurs only from 
stage 11-14, we hypothesized that polar cell extensions would only be necessary in stages 
11-13. The inner shape of the micropyle pore is established by stage 14, so any additional 
chorion deposition is not expected to affect it. It has previously been shown that 
consistent formation of these extensions is dependent on the activities of polarity proteins 
such as atypical Protein Kinase C (aPKC), Par6, and Bazooka/Par3; polar cell extensions 
in knockdowns of these genes are often off target or missing entirely. To remove polar 
cell extensions, a dominant negative aPKC was temporally controlled using the temporal 
and regional gene expression targeting (TARGET) system with the GAL4-upstream 
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activator sequence (UAS) system and a temperature-sensitive GAL80. Using this, 
production of polar cell extensions was restricted during different stages of development 
and the results observed. We found that extension presence was required during the 
beginning and middle stages of choriogenesis (stages 10B-13). When extensions were 
inhibited during these stages, a significant proportion of micropyles formed with closed 
pores. These results suggest that after the inner layers of chorion are initially deposited, 
the structure may be stable enough to support itself for the rest of choriogenesis.  
 
Introduction 
 Central to formation of the Drosophila micropyle are the border cells and the 
polar cells, both of which play two major roles each. In mid oogenesis, the border cells 
are responsible for migrating across the cell toward the oocyte while carrying the polar 
cells. The polar cells during this time are secreting the Unpaired ligand to activate 
JAK/STAT signaling in the border cells and direct their migration. After the border cell 
cluster reaches the oocyte with the polar cells in tow, the polar cells begin to form 
extensions that are used to shape the micropyle pore as it forms. As these extensions 
form, the border cells and other follicle cells begin to deposit chorion and form the 
micropyle. The final product of the border cells and polar cells working together through 
these processes is a fully formed micropyle that can be used to accept sperm into the egg 
chamber. 
The timing of border cell cluster migration to the nurse cell/oocyte boundary at 
stage 10B of oogenesis has been shown to be important for proper micropyle formation. 
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In eggs where border cell migration was delayed or not completed, blocked micropyles 
were formed, preventing sperm entry and causing an inability of the egg to become 
fertilized (Beccari, Teixeira, & Rorth, 2002; Montell et al., 1992; Silver et al., 2005). 
Montell et al. (1992) discovered the slbo gene and found that its inhibition delays border 
cell migration and results in a blocked micropyle. Previous work in our lab addressed the 
mechanism of this micropyle blockage by investigating the polar cell extensions. In stage 
10B at the same time as the border cell cluster reaches the nurse cell/oocyte boundary 
while carrying the polar cells, the polar cells begin to form extensions (Giedt, 2018). 
Each polar cell creates one main extension that protrudes from it and both extensions 
tightly adhere to each other as they develop, giving the impression of one large extension. 
As the extensions develop, each main extension creates smaller processes that reach out 
and contact the chorion of the inside of the micropyle; it is thought that these smaller 
processes are helpful in shaping the pore. The extensions continue to grow and elongate 
until stage 14, when the polar cells undergo apoptosis and the extensions degrade and 
disappear. Our lab investigated the role of these extensions during late oogenesis and 
their importance in formation of the micropyle, as well as their requirements for 
formation. To do this, mutants affecting JAK/STAT, apoptosis, cohesion/adhesion, and 
cell polarity were expressed and their effects on extension formation characterized. It was 
found that JAK/STAT knockdowns and cohesion/adhesion mutants were successful at 
interrupting extension formation, but only cell polarity mutants were able to completely 
inhibit formation of the extensions.  
 As discussed above in Chapter 1, JAK/STAT pathway knockdowns created 
perturbations in extension morphology, coordination, and cohesion. However, cell 
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polarity mutants affected extension development in a much more dramatic manner than 
that of the JAK/STAT knockdowns and cohesion/adhesion mutants. Cell polarity 
manipulation is a highly utilized process in Drosophila oogenesis, used in EMT, cell 
migration, and many other events (Pinheiro & Montell, 2004). In EMT, loss of cell 
polarity is an important step in delaminating from the epithelium (Kalluri & Weinberg, 
2009). Cell polarity manipulations are also required in border cell migration during mid 
oogenesis, along with adhesion molecules. During border cell migration, the adhesion 
molecule DE-cadherin is essential for movement through the nurse cells (Fulga & Rørth, 
2002). This border cell migration is completed through cellular extensions coming from 
the border cells that latch on to the surrounding nurse cells. At the initiation of migration, 
a single long cellular extension is formed (Fulga & Rørth, 2002), with extensions 
protruding from all sides as migration progresses (Poukkula et al., 2011). Direction of 
migration is determined via establishment of polarity in the cells (Pinheiro & Montell, 
2004; Poukkula et al., 2011). Dependent on cell polarity and adhesion molecules, these 
extensions are required for border cell cluster movement across the egg chamber.  
Because polarity molecules are involved in creation of border cell processes 
during migration, it is logical to question whether they’re also involved in polar cell 
extension formation. In Drosophila, cell polarity is created through the partitioning of 
certain protein complexes to either the apical or the basal surface. Specifically, the 
Par/Bazooka complex is required for determining apical identity and the Dlg/Scb 
complex is required for the basal (von Stein, Ramrath, Grimm, Müller-Borg, & Wodarz, 
2005; Wodarz, 2002; Yamanaka et al., 2001). Although multiple polarity and adhesion 
protein mutants were investigated, the most notable was atypical protein kinase C 
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(aPKC), a protein important for determining apical or basal polarity. aPKC functions 
through either targeting or excluding polarity protein complexes from their appropriate 
surfaces. The experiments in this chapter utilize a stock containing a dominant negative 
mutation of aPKC; flies that contain this mutation express an aPKC protein that lacks the 
N-terminal protein binding domain for Par-6. Expression of this dominant negative 
mutation of aPKC (aPKCDN) results in a protein that is functional outside of its ability to 
bind Par-6, meaning that the aPKCDN protein is still able to bind Bazooka (also known as 
Par-3), but unable to bind Par-6 and create the rest of the complex needed for partitioning 
and polarity establishment. This results in a competitive inhibition with the wild type 
allele for Bazooka that prevents it from forming this complex, and therefore from 
establishing cell polarity correctly. Without proper formation of the Par-3/Bazooka, Par-
6, aPKC complex, cell polarity cannot be correctly established (Ohno, 2001). 
When aPKCDN was expressed, formation of extensions was completely prevented 
from forming in 80% of 10B egg chambers. Additionally, blocked micropyles were seen 
in 95% of egg chambers from aPKCDN flies raised at 25C (Giedt, 2018). Adhesion 
molecules such as DE-cadherin and integrin were also tested using RNAi knockdowns 
but were not as successful as hoped; while significant effects were seen in resulting 
phenotypes, a total inhibition of extensions was desired. aPKCDN was the only mutant 
tested that resulted in total loss of polar cell extensions. 
 From this information it was concluded that the polarity protein aPKCDN is 
required for extension outgrowth and that the polar cell extensions are required for proper 
formation of the micropyle pore. When present, the extensions are proposed to act as a 
placeholder for the pore during choriogenesis. Because polar cells arrive and begin 
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forming their extensions just before choriogenesis begins, they can shape the micropyle 
pore as chorion deposition occurs around them. At the end of oogenesis, the polar cells 
undergo apoptosis and the extensions degrade, leaving an open micropyle pore. When 
extensions are not present, the chorion is deposited in the area where the pore should be 
located and no pore is formed, resulting in fertilization being impossible.  
From this information, a question became clear: are there timing requirements for 
the polar cell extensions and if so, what are they? Because we now know that these 
extensions are required for late oogenesis micropyle formation, it is likely that there are 
temporal requirements for when they must be present in order to properly form the 
micropyle pore. However, it is so far unknown exactly when during this process these 
extensions are required.  
Choriogenesis occurs during stages 11-13 (Pascucci et al., 1996), so we 
hypothesize that extensions would be required during that time. Through temporal 
manipulation of expression of the aPKCDN using the TARGET system (del Valle 
Rodríguez, Didiano, & Desplan, 2011; McGuire et al., 2004), we are able to control when 
the polar cell extensions are present and properly functioning. Using this method, egg 
chambers were manipulated to express aPKCDN in segments of time corresponding to 
different parts of oogenesis. After dissection, micropyles were examined to determine if 
expression of aPKCDN during a specific period of choriogenesis resulted in a defective 
micropyle. If micropyle pores are blocked in a significant portion of egg chambers, we 
concluded that extensions were required during the part of choriogenesis in which 
aPKCDN was expressed. By doing this we were able to observe information on 
requirements for extension presence through all parts of micropyle formation, ranging 
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from before the border cell cluster completes migration to the very end of extension 
presence during oogenesis.  
 
Results 
We utilized the TARGET system to temporally and spatially control expression of 
aPKCDN in the polar cells during choriogenesis. Through activating aPKCDN expression 
during specific time periods, we were able to create perturbations in polar cell extensions 
during those periods, allowing us to observe the resulting micropyles and characterize 
their pores. To determine stage lengths, we followed the time periods outlined by Jia, Xu, 
Xie, Mio, and Deng (2016). This method allowed precise temporal inhibition of polar cell 
extensions, a process that when done through the entirety oogenesis has been shown to 
completely eliminate extensions (Giedt, 2018). These time periods are diagrammed in 
Figure 3.3. To determine extension requirements, aPKCDN expression was activated for 
short time periods during early, mid, and late choriogenesis. Additionally, we 
investigated whether aPKCDN is required prior to formation of the extensions. If this gene 
is expressed during the border cell migration, presence or absence of pores in resulting 
egg chambers will provide information about its requirements during this time period. 
Finally, we investigated the effects of loss of polar cell extensions throughout the entirety 
of choriogenesis on micropyle pore formation to determine if cell polarity was important 
in the polar cells prior to extension formation. If a pore was not seen in an egg chamber 
that had aPKCDN expression activated during a period of choriogenesis encapsulated by 
the expression period from that experiment, we concluded that the extensions are 
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required during these stages. If a normal pore was seen, we concluded that the extensions 
were not required during that time period. 
 
Controlling aPKCDN Expression with the TARGET System 
 Before determining polar cell extension timing requirements, we first aimed to 
show that the TARGET system could reliably be used to control expression of aPKCDN in 
flies and produce polar cell extension perturbations. To do this and determine 
effectiveness, flies were placed at the restrictive temperature for 6- and 4-hour periods. 
After, flies were dissected and stained for GFP and polar cell extensions were observed. 
It was found that exposure to the restrictive temperature for both time periods was 
sufficient to create perturbations in polar cell extensions (p<0.001 for both 6- and 4-
hours) when compared to wild type flies that were subjected to the same restrictive 
temperatures, with 65% of 4 hours and 55% of 6 hours seeing total loss of extensions, 
compared to only 5% in wild type (Figure 3.2). This showed that the TARGET system 
could reliably be used to create a loss of extensions in developing egg chambers.  
 
Full Choriogenesis aPKCDN Expression 
 First, we aimed to determine the requirements for aPKC expression during only 
choriogenesis. Previous work in our lab demonstrated that aPKCDN expression throughout 
oogenesis results in polar cell extension defects and loss of micropyle channel (Giedt, 
2018). Based on the model that polar cell extensions function to prevent deposition of 
chorion over the end of the micropyle, we expected that diminishing aPKC activity only 
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during the stages when polar cells form extensions would suffice to similarly impair 
micropyle channel formation. aPKCDN was expressed for a time period corresponding to 
stage 10B-14, after which flies were dissected and stained for GFP to characterize the 
micropyles and polar cell extensions of stage 14 egg chambers. Although previous work 
in our lab has shown that inhibition of polar cell extensions via aPKCDN expression 
throughout the entirety of oogenesis results in a deformed micropyle pore, the effects of 
this inhibition only through chorion deposition are unknown. We found a significant 
difference in proportions of perturbed polar cell extensions in aPKCDN egg chambers 
when compared to wild type (p<0.001). 55% of aPKCDN polar cell extension were 
perturbed or missing, compared to only 30% of wild type egg chambers (Figure 3.5A). 
Though 30% may seem unusually high, this proportion (and that of the mutant) includes 
egg chambers with polar cells that may naturally be completing stage 14 polar cell 
apoptosis; the same is true for each of the time periods tested in this chapter. We also 
found a significant difference in in the proportion of the resulting micropyles that 
contained pore defects (p<0.001). 85% of micropyles were disrupted, compared to only 
25% in wild type egg chambers (Figure 3.5B). These results (Figure 3.4E-E”,5) suggest 
that loss of polar cell extensions throughout the entirety of oogenesis prevents proper 
formation of the micropyle.  
 
Pre-Choriogenesis aPKCDN Expression 
 It has been shown that cell polarity determination by aPKC is required during 
polar cell extension outgrowth; it is also recognized that cell polarity establishment is 
important for border cell migration (Felix, Chayengia, Ghosh, Sharma, & Prasad, 2015). 
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However, little is known about polar cell polarity requirements prior to the formation of 
their extensions. Although our lab has shown cell polarity is important in the polar cells 
during extension formation, it is unknown whether polar cell polarity influences their 
migration or has an impact on any other cellular function before stage 10B. We set out to 
determine whether polarity determination via aPKC was required in polar cells prior to 
stage 10B.  
 Stages 9 and 10A encompass the 12 hours immediately before extension 
formation begins in 10B. During this time period, the border cell cluster completes its 
entire migration across the anterior half of the egg chamber to reach the oocyte, carrying 
the polar cells the whole time. We expressed aPKCDN during these 12 hours, allowed the 
oocytes to progress to stage 14 (~9.5 hours from 10B to 14), and then dissected and 
stained them with GFP to observe the resulting micropyles and polar cell extensions. It 
was found that there was no significant difference in proportions of perturbed polar cell 
extensions in aPKCDN egg chambers when compared to wild type (p>0.05) (Figure3.4A-
A”,5A). However, there was a significant increase in blocked and narrow micropyles in 
aPKCDN egg chambers when compared to wild type (p<0.001), with 73% of aPKCDN egg 
chambers containing a blocked or narrow micropyle compared to only 35% in wild type 
(Figure 3.4A-A”,5B). This suggests that there may be a requirement for polar cell 
polarity establishment prior to extension formation. 
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Early Choriogenesis aPKCDN Expression 
 We aimed to determine whether polar cell extensions are required in the 
beginning stages of micropyle chorion deposition. Extensions first begin to form in stage 
10B once the border cells finish their migration and bring the polar cells to the nurse 
cell/oocyte boundary. At this stage, the extensions are short and wide, with a flat tip 
where they are contacting the oocyte (Giedt, 2018). Throughout the rest of oogenesis, 
they grow and elongate. Chorion deposition occurs in the stage directly following the 
formation of these extensions, starting in stage 11 and continuing through stage 14 
(Pascucci et al., 1996). To study early choriogenesis extension requirements, aPKCDN 
was expressed in three overlapping time periods during the beginning of chorion 
deposition, thus ensuring that polar cell extensions were not present during the stages 
encompassed by these time periods. These time periods were aligned with stages 10B-11, 
10B-12, and 10B-13, giving us data about both immediate and persistent requirements for 
extensions during the beginning of choriogenesis.  
 To verify that aPKCDN expression was successful, polar cell extensions were 
characterized between wild type and aPKCDN egg chambers. It was found that stage 14 
aPKCDN egg chambers had a significantly higher proportion of broken and missing 
extensions in all three expression periods that were tested when compared to wild type 
(p<0.005 for all expression periods). aPKCDN egg chambers had extension perturbations 
in 48%, 52%, and 58% of egg chambers in expression periods for 10B-11, 10B-12, and 
10B-13, respectively. Comparatively, wild type egg chambers for these periods only had 
extension perturbations in 21%, 30%, and 29%, of their egg chambers (Figure 3.4B-
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B”,5A). This confirmed that the expression of aPKCDN and disruption of extensions was 
successful. 
 After characterizing the effect and extent of polar cell extension perturbation, we 
then observed resulting micropyles that formed. Micropyles from stage 14 egg chambers 
were characterized as open, narrow, or blocked in both wild type and mutant flies. It was 
found that aPKCDN egg chambers contained a significantly higher proportion of blocked 
and narrow micropyles in all three expression periods tested (p<0.001 for all expression 
periods), matching the results of the polar cell extension characterizations above. aPKCDN 
egg chambers had blocked or narrow micropyles in 84%, 86%, and 88% of egg chambers 
in expression periods for 10B-11, 10B-12, and 10B-13, respectively. Comparatively, wild 
type egg chambers for these periods only had micropyle perturbations in 30%, 20%, and 
22% of their egg chambers (Figure 3.4B-B”,5B). These results demonstrate that polar cell 
extensions are required in early choriogenesis for proper micropyle formation.  
 
Mid Choriogenesis aPKCDN Expression 
 In addition to early choriogenesis, we also investigated the requirements for polar 
cell extensions during the middle of the process (stages 12-13). During this time, 
extensions continue to elongate, and each primary extension sends out smaller processes 
to contact the surrounding chorion. By the end of stage 13, extensions are nearly fully 
formed, as the end of micropyle choriogenesis draws nearer. Flies were placed at a 
restrictive temperature for a time period corresponding to stages 12-13 (~3 hours) and 
then placed in a vial at room temperature until dissection at stage 14.  
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 Like the other expression periods, polar cell extension perturbation was observed 
using fluorescence microscopy. It was found that aPKCDN egg chambers had a 
significantly higher rate of polar cells without extensions when compared to wild type 
(p<0.001). In egg chambers expressing aPKCDN, 49% had polar cell extension 
perturbations, compared to only 14% in wild type (Figure 3.4C-C”,5A).  
 After confirming these results, we characterized the micropyles of stage 14 egg 
chambers. aPKCDN flies deposited egg chambers with a significantly higher proportion of 
blocked and narrow micropyle channels (p<0.001) when compared to wild type. 87% of 
aPKCDN egg chambers contained blocked or narrow micropyles, compared to only 25% 
of wild type (Figure 3.4C-C”,5B). As discussed above in the early choriogenesis results, 
this suggests that polar cell extensions are also required for proper micropyle channel 
formation during mid choriogenesis. 
 
Late Choriogenesis aPKCDN Expression 
 To determine whether polar cell extensions are required in late choriogenesis, we 
used the TARGET system to express aPKCDN for two time periods in the final stages of 
choriogenesis. aPKCDN was expressed for times corresponding to stages 12-14 and 13-14, 
after which stage 14 egg chambers were observed to determine if loss of polar cell 
extensions during those late choriogenesis stages affected micropyle formation. We 
found that there was not a significant difference between micropyle blockage rates of 
wild type flies and those expressing aPKCDN in both late choriogenesis time periods 
(p>0.05 for both 12-14 and 13-14). Micropyles were blocked in similarly low rates in 
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both the stage 12-14 aPKCDN expression (30%) and stage 13-14 aPKCDN expression 
experiments (24%) when compared to the wild type micropyles in both expression 
periods (22% and 18%, respectively), as shown in Figure 3.4D-D”,5B. However, there 
was a significant difference in rates of perturbed polar cell extensions between flies 
expressing aPKCDN and wild type egg chambers (p<0.005 for both 12-14 and 13-14). 
Polar cell extensions were disrupted by the expression of aPKCDN and resulted in partial 
or total loss of extensions in 43% of 12-14 and of 37% of 13-14, compared to 35% of 12-
14 and of 25% of 13-14 in wild type, as shown in Figure 3.4D-D”,5A. These results show 
that disruption of polar cell extensions in late choriogenesis did not disrupt formation of 
the micropyle.  
 
Discussion 
 
Perturbation of Cell Polarity Only During Extension Formation is Sufficient to 
Disrupt Their Formation 
 Work by previous students in our lab focused on the requirements and purpose of 
polar cell extension formation during the end of oogenesis. Although many methods were 
successful in perturbing the extensions, the most drastic and successful was the dominant 
negative mutation of aPKC (Giedt, 2018). aPKC is known to be essential for directing of 
protein complexes to apical and basal surfaces of cells in order to establish cell polarity. 
When aPKCDN was expressed throughout oogenesis, the majority of polar cells formed no 
extensions at all. As a result, micropyles formed without pores, making fertilization 
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impossible. It was concluded that polar cell extensions are required as a placeholder for 
the pore during chorion deposition, and that the formation of these extensions is 
dependent on establishment of polar cell polarity via aPKC (Giedt, 2018).  
 In previous experiments in our lab, aPKCDN was expressed throughout the entirety 
of oogenesis and created loss of extensions; from this data, we hypothesized that the 
blockage of the micropyle pores was a result of the polar cell extensions’ absence during 
chorion deposition. To confirm this hypothesis, we expressed aPKCDN only during the 
stages during which chorion deposition occurs (stages 10B-14). We found that polar cell 
extensions were significantly perturbed and resulting micropyles were blocked at a 
significantly higher rate. These results confirmed the hypothesis derived from the 
previous work in our lab: the inhibition of polar cell extensions via aPKCDN during 
chorion deposition results in micropyles with blocked pores.  
 
Cell Polarity May Be Important Prior to Extension Formation 
 It is known that cell polarity establishment is important for many cellular 
processes, including migration. In Drosophila, this act is important for migration of the 
border cells and polar cells during mid oogenesis (Pinheiro & Montell, 2004; Poukkula et 
al., 2011). Previous work in our lab has also shown that cell polarity establishment in the 
polar cells via aPKC is required for formation of extensions during late oogenesis (Giedt, 
2018). The experiments in this chapter have mostly focused on the temporal requirements 
of the polar cells during chorion deposition using aPKCDN to disrupt the extensions; 
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however, the TARGET system also presents a simple method of investigating cell 
polarity requirements prior to polar cell extension formation and chorion deposition. 
 We expressed aPKCDN in the polar cells during the two stages before extension 
formation began, stages 9 and 10A. During these stages, border cells undergo EMT and 
migrate across the egg chamber to the oocyte, carrying the polar cells along with them. It 
is known that border cell polarity establishment is important during this migration as 
discussed above, but it is unknown whether polarity establishment is required in the polar 
cells and whether it is important for micropyle formation. By expressing aPKCDN during 
these stages, polar cell polarity determination was effectively inhibited for those times. It 
was found that this loss of polarity resulted in egg chambers that developed perturbed 
micropyle pores at a significantly higher rate. However, polar cell extensions were not 
found to be disrupted in stage 14 egg chambers, suggesting they might not have been the 
cause of this perturbation.  
 These results suggest that establishment of polarity in the polar cells prior to the 
projection of their extensions may somehow be important in micropyle formation. 
Although the extensions had a normal phenotype and appeared to be in the correct 
location in stage 14 egg chambers, there might be other essential components of 
micropyle pore formation that cell polarity is required for. Because cell polarity 
establishment is utilized so widely during oogenesis, it is possible that polar cell polarity 
establishment may be necessary to complete other tasks prior to extension formation. 
 An alternative explanation for these results is that there were residual aPKCDN 
proteins still present in stage 10B. Although expression of aPKCDN should have 
terminated at the end of stage 10A, it is plausible that it might have lingered into the 
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beginning stages of chorion deposition before being degraded. This would have 
interrupted extension formation at the beginning of choriogenesis, which we have shown 
to cause perturbations in micropyle pores. This brief inhibition of extensions would 
explain both the micropyle pore defects and the presence of normal extensions in stage 
14, because the extensions likely had time to recover. Time for creation/degradation of 
aPKCDN is an unknown persistent throughout these experiments and must always be 
considered when interpreting the results. Although there are no studies investigating the 
half-life of aPKCDN, similar studies that looked at the normal Protein Kinase C (PKC) 
found that when bound and converted into its active conformation, the majority of PKC 
was degraded within two hours (Hansra et al., 1999; Newton, 2018). If aPKC is able to be 
degraded in a similar amount of time, there may still be enough aPKCDN present to inhibit 
formation of the polar cell extensions during the beginning of choriogenesis, which we 
have shown here to be important. Further work needs to be done to determine the cause 
of the results of this experiment. 
 
Polar Cell Extensions Are Required in Early and Mid Choriogenesis 
 Previous work in our lab studied the requirement for the polar cell extensions 
during chorion deposition and determined that in their absence the micropyle pore cannot 
form. The proposed mechanism for these extensions is that they act as a placeholder for 
the pore while chorion is being deposited. At the end of choriogenesis, the polar cells 
undergo apoptosis and vacate the pore, leaving space for the sperm to enter. When 
extensions are absent throughout chorion deposition, no pore forms and the sperm have 
no way to enter the egg chamber, making fertilization impossible.  
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 We investigated the temporal requirements for these extensions during the 
beginning and middle stages of chorion deposition and found that their presence was 
required to ensure pore formation. If polar cells are absent during the beginning and 
middle stages of choriogenesis (10B-13), the micropyle pore is unable to form, resulting 
in an egg chamber that is not able to become fertilized. We propose that the polar cell 
extensions must be present from the initial deposition of choriogenesis to prevent the 
chorion from being deposited in the area that would become the pore. Polar cell 
extensions begin to form in stage 10B, directly before chorion deposition begins in stage 
11. Because the extensions have already formed an initial shape before any chorion is 
deposited, they are able to occupy the space that will become the pore before it is filled in 
by chorion. If extensions are not present during this stage of choriogenesis, the chorion 
likely fills in the space where the extensions would normally be and prevents them from 
creating a space for the pore.  
 This hypothesis is further supported by the results in the Montell et al. (1992) 
study about the slbo gene. When slbo is inhibited and the border cells migrate more 
slowly than in a wild type egg chamber, the micropyle forms with a closed pore. 
Although the border cell cluster does eventually reach the oocyte and the polar cells send 
out their extensions, the micropyle pore is still found to be closed. This is likely because 
the cluster arrived in a later stage of oogenesis than normal, after chorion deposition had 
begun and chorion had already been deposited in the area of the pore.  
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Polar Cell Extensions Are Not Required in Late Choriogenesis 
 As described above, we showed that polar cell extensions are not only required 
during choriogenesis to ensure micropyle pore formation, but also specifically in the 
early and middle stages of chorion deposition. We then examined the requirements for 
these extensions in the final stages of choriogenesis and observed the resulting effects on 
micropyle formation. Prior to these experiments, it was thought that the polar cell 
extensions were required throughout the entirety of chorion deposition, and any absence 
of the extensions might lead to a collapse of the chorion and a closed pore. We 
hypothesized that inhibition of the extensions in late choriogenesis would result in a 
collapsed pore and prevent fertilization of the egg chamber. inhibition of the polar cell 
extensions without completion of chorion deposition and the final hardening step was 
likely to result in collapse of the chorion. 
However, in experiments where polar cell extensions were inhibited only in late 
choriogenesis (stages 12-14) it was found that micropyle pores developed normally. This 
is contradictory to our initial hypothesis, and instead supports the claim that polar cell 
extensions are not required in the final stages of chorion deposition. To explain this 
phenomenon, we suggest that the micropyle structure is rigid enough by stage 12 to 
support itself even when extensions are removed. The Drosophila eggshell forms from 
the innermost layer to the outermost successively (Rezende et al., 2016), so it is possible 
that the structure formed by the inner chorion layer of the micropyle is strong enough to 
support the weight of the remaining chorion as it is deposited and resist collapse. Stage 
12 of oogenesis is the first stage in which the micropyle structure can first be seen in the 
general shape of its final structure, so micropyles in earlier stages may not yet be able to 
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support the chorion without the aid of the extensions. Because of this, the micropyle is 
able to form correctly in the absence of late stage polar cell extensions. However, 
although this work shows that polar cell extensions are not required for pore formation in 
late choriogenesis, it is still possible some of the more subtle modifications of micropyle 
shape were affected by their absence. 
 
Future Directions 
 The experiments in this chapter attempted to address questions surrounding the 
temporal requirements for polar cell extensions during micropyle chorion deposition. It 
was discovered that micropyles formed blocked pores when aPKC was inhibited in pre-, 
early, and mid choriogenesis. Additionally, it was shown that inhibition of polar cell 
extensions via the same method in late choriogenesis had no effect on micropyle pore 
formation. However, many questions about these findings and polar cell extensions in 
general remain to be addressed. We have shown here that expression of aPKCDN via the 
TARGET system is effective at inhibiting polar cell extensions down to just a few hours; 
this provides decent temporal accuracy for the expression periods studied here, but still 
leaves room for improvement. Future experiments could utilize methods like laser 
ablation of the polar cells when a recovery period is not necessary. Laser ablation would 
allow for precise inhibition of the polar cells and their extensions, because there would be 
no wait for proteins to be produced.  This would not be reversible, but would be 
especially useful for confirming our analyses of experiments concerning the final stages 
of choriogenesis.  
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 Other future experiments could aim to eliminate possible variabilities in this 
experimental setup. Experiments in this chapter relied on oogenesis stage lengths 
determined by (Jia et al., 2016). While these lengths are reasonable, variance in 
developmental times is not uncommon between different strains of flies. Additionally, 
flies were kept at an elevated temperature, something that is known to decrease 
developmental time (Dillon, Wang, Garrity, & Huey, 2009). Both of these could have 
conceivably altered lengths of oogenesis stages, resulting in data that is slightly imprecise 
relative to the accepted staging profile. To combat this in future studies, experiments 
could be done to determine the developmental times of these specific flies, as well as how 
they differ at an elevated temperature. 
 Another unexplored aspect of these experiments is the formation and degradation 
times of aPKCDN. The rate at which aPKCDN is produced and broken down is currently 
unknown, meaning that the time it takes to implement or recover from extension 
inhibition is undetermined. Studies done on Protein Kinase C (PKC) have shown that it 
can be manufactured quickly and degraded easily when in its bound/activated state (only 
a few hours). Through referencing these studies done on PKC we can get a general sense 
of these times, but further studies will need to be done to determine the exact lengths at 
both room and restrictive temperatures. Until then, the accuracy of implementation and 
the extent of recovery in these experiments can only be approximated.  
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Figure 3.1: Loss of cell polarity via aPKCDN completely inhibits extensions. When 
aPKCDN is expressed continuously throughout oogenesis, polar cell extensions are 
completely inhibited (B, D, F). When compared to wild type (A, C, E), polar cell 
extensions are absent throughout chorion deposition, from stages 10B-14 (B, D). 
Resulting micropyles had blocked pores (F), while wild type micropyle pores are open 
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(E). Dotted lines in (A) and (B) denote the nurse cell/oocyte boundary. Asterisks in (C) 
and (D) denote the center of the micropyle. Bar is10μm.   
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Figure 3.2: GAL80ts can successfully be used to control expression of UAS-aPKCDN. 
UpdGAL4 was used to drive expression of aPKCDN in the polar cells. When placed at a 
restrictive temperature for GAL80ts spanning time periods of both four and six hours, 
aPKCDN expression was sufficient to cause significant (p=2.2e-16 and 3.08e-13, 
respectively) perturbations in polar cell extension morphology when compared to wild 
type flies treated to the same conditions. Asterisk indicates a significant difference.   
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Figure 3.3: Extension disruption periods. We used GAL80ts to control expression of 
aPKCDN in different periods of time, therefore allowing us to control when polar cell 
extensions were present. Polar cell extensions were inhibited via aPKCDN expression 
before choriogenesis began, during early, mid, and late choriogenesis, and throughout the 
entirety of choriogenesis. Red bars signify time periods in which aPKCDN was expressed, 
and black bars indicate time periods which should have normal extension growth.   
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Figure 3.4: Polar cell extension and micropyle phenotypes of each expression period. 
Polar cells and their extensions in GFP and micropyles in DIC are picture above for each 
expression period grouping after development to stage 14, along with an overlay of GFP 
and DIC. Extensions can still be seen for the pre-choriogenesis inhibition period, but a 
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blocked micropyle is resulting (A-A”). For early and mid choriogenesis (B-B” and C-C”, 
respectively), polar cell extensions are missing and micropyle pores are blocked. The late 
choriogenesis expression period (D-D”) shows missing polar cell extensions, but normal 
open micropyle pores. For the full choriogenesis expression period (E-E”), we see total 
loss of extensions and a blocked micropyle pore. Asterisks represent the direction in 
which extensions should be protruding. Curved dotted lines indicate a closed micropyle 
pore, while two straight dotted lines represent an open pore. Bar is10μm.   
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Figure 3.5: Critical period analysis polar cell and micropyle phenotypes. Polar cell 
extensions from stage 14 oocytes for each expression period were characterized as either 
normal, faint/broken, or missing in (A). Additionally, oocytes where polar cells had 
already undergone apoptosis were noted. Polar cell extensions were perturbed at a 
significantly higher rate in all UpdGAL4;{tubGAL80ts}7>UASmCD8::GFP;UAS-
aPKCDN expression periods except for pre-choriogenesis when compared to wild type 
(UpdGAL4>UASlifeactinGFP (A). These perturbations correspond exactly with the 
expression periods that include extension formation (10B-11 p=0.0004, 10B-12 
p=0.0029, 10B-13 p=5.5e-4, 12-13 p=1.4e-6, 12-14 p=0.703, 13-14 p=0.5703, 10B-14 
p=0.0002); the period without a significant difference occurs before polar cell extension 
formation begins. Micropyles were also characterized for stage 14 oocytes in each 
expression period in (B). All pre-, early, and mid choriogenesis expression periods 
created significantly higher proportions of narrow and blocked micropyles, as well as the 
full choriogenesis period (9-10A p=0.0007, 10B-11 p=0.001, 10B-12 p=1.5e-5, 10B-13 
p=2.2e-16, 12-13 p=5.5e-10, 10B-14 p=1.0e-6). Egg chambers where polar cells had 
already undergone apoptosis were omitted. Their quantifications are as follows: WT 9-
10A (n=10), aPKC DN 9-10A (n=17), WT 10B-11 (n=13), aPKC DN 10B-11 (n=27), 
WT 10B-12 (n=23), aPKC DN 10B-12 (n=32), WT 10B-13 (n=30), aPKC DN 10B-13 
(n=19), WT 12-13 (n=15), aPKC DN 12-13 (n=23), WT 12-14 (n=13), aPKC DN 12-14 
(n=30), WT 13-14 (n=41), aPKC DN 13-14 (n=45), WT 10B-14 (n=26), aPKC DN 10B-
14 (n=29).   
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 CHAPTER FOUR: POLAR CELL EXTENSIONS ARE NOT INVOLVED  
 IN MICROPYLE SURFACE SIALOGLYCOPROTEIN FORMATION 
Abstract 
 In addition to their role in micropyle pore formation, it is also thought that oocyte 
polar cells may be involved in the formation of micropyle surface glycoproteins. The 
glycoprotein gelatinous cap is a structure conserved across multiple insect species, 
including Drosophila. In the blow fly and yellow dung fly, it has been found to be 
important in sperm attraction and retention (Yanagimachi et al., 2013), meaning it likely 
serves the same purpose in fruit flies. Additionally, fucose residues on glycoproteins in 
Drosophila micropyles have been shown to be required for sperm binding, with their 
inhibition resulting in failure of sperm to bind and fertilize the egg chamber (Intra, 
Concetta, Daniela de, Perotti, & Pasini, 2015). Experiments in our lab also determined 
that formation of the micropyle glycoproteins is spatially and temporally consistent with 
that of the polar cell extension. We set out to determine if the polar cell extensions were 
involved in creation or modification of these glycoproteins during oogenesis. It was 
found that neither JAK/STAT signaling nor the polar cell extensions were involved in the 
formation of micropyle surface sialoglycoproteins; however, some other part of the 
border cell/polar cell cluster likely is. When either JAK/STAT or the polar cell extensions 
were inhibited, no change was seen in micropyle sialoglycoproteins stained with wheat 
germ agglutinin. However, inhibition of border cell migration via slbo resulted in loss of 
WGA staining on the micropyle. We suggest that some part of the cluster is involved in 
sialoglycoprotein formation on the surface of the micropyle, and without it these 
glycoproteins are not able to form. 
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Introduction 
It has been shown that polar cells and their extensions are required for proper 
micropyle channel formation, and no micropyle channel is formed in egg chambers 
without polar cell extensions. However, it is unknown if these polar cell extensions play 
any other roles outside of acting as a physical placeholder for the pore during micropyle 
chorion deposition. We set out to determine if polar cells played a secondary role in 
glycoprotein formation on the surface of the micropyle. 
 Sperm-egg interactions are an essential step in the orchestration of processes that 
results in a successful fertilization event. These interactions are responsible for a variety 
of actions; one example is gamete interaction via the acrosome reaction for sperm 
penetration. All species that utilize sperm and egg fertilization to create offspring require 
some sort of acrosome reaction to help the sperm fertilize the egg (Brucker & Lipford, 
1995). Many species also use sperm-egg interactions to attract and retain the sperm prior 
to the actual fertilization event. Sea urchins utilize species-specific sperm adhesion 
receptors to bind the sperm and then trigger the acrosome reaction with their egg jelly 
(Christen, Schackmann, & Shapiro, 1983; Kamei & Glabe, 2003). Mammalian eggs use 
glycoproteins to attract and bind sperm to the zona pellucida, which subsequently triggers 
the acrosome reaction (Wassarman, Jovine, Litscher, Qi, & Williams, 2004). Each 
interaction also contains its own unique requirements, adding another layer of specificity 
to ensure a successful fertilization. In the mammalian egg example above, the binding of 
the sperm to the zona pellucida is contingent on it containing an intact acrosome. In 
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Drosophila, one method of sperm-egg interaction utilized by egg chambers is a 
gelatinous cap on the tip of the micropyle for sperm attraction and entrance into the 
micropyle (Intra, Cenni, & Perotti, 2006; Yanagimachi et al., 2013).  
The glycoprotein gelatinous cap is conserved across multiple fly species, being 
employed by the blow fly, yellow dung fly, fruit fly, and others (Ryuzo et al., 2013). It 
has been shown that this cap is important in the blow fly and the yellow dung fly for 
sperm attraction and retention into the egg chamber (Ryuzo et al., 2013). Although no 
similar study has been done on the Drosophila melanogaster gelatinous cap, it likely 
plays a similar role. This cap contains a variety of glycoproteins that have been shown to 
be important in sperm binding, as well as many whose purpose has not yet been identified 
(Intra et al., 2006; Loppin, Dubruille, & Horard, 2015). 
It is known that Drosophila sperm use the alpha-L-fucosidase protein and others 
to help direct the sperm to the egg chamber. Specifically, these alpha-L-fucosidase 
proteins recognize and bind complementary fucose sugar moieties in the Drosophila egg 
(Intra et al., 2015). Deposited on the egg surface and on the micropyle are fucose, 
mannose, and β-N-acetylglucosamine residues (Intra et al., 2006). It has also been shown 
in Horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus) that egg sections treated with alpha-L-
fucosidase or asparagus pea lectin ended up binding significantly fewer sperm than those 
that were not treated, suggesting that lectins are able to bind to the same glycoprotein 
receptors that the alpha-L-fucosidase uses. Asparagus pea lectin is a fucose binding 
protein (VanEpps & Tung, 1977; Yan et al., 1997), similar to alpha-L-fucosidase. The 
study also found that other lectins including wheat germ agglutinin , concanavalin A, and 
garden pea lectin stained in the same places as alpha-L-fucosidase and asparagus pea 
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lectin (Barnum & Brown, 1983). Wheat germ agglutinin binds sialoglycoproteins and 
other oligosaccharides containing terminal N-acetylglucosamines  (Bhavanandan & 
Katlic, 1979; Monsigny, Roche, Sene, Maget-Dana, & Delmotte, 1980). 
From this, we can confidently conclude that alpha-L-fucosidase is required for 
sperm attachment and fertilization in Drosophila, and lectins are able to bind the same 
glycoprotein receptor used by Drosophila sperm alpha-L-fucosidase. In addition to these 
conclusions, it has also been shown that lectins stain the tip of the micropyle in 
Drosophila oocytes. Specifically, fluorescein-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (FITC-
WGA) was shown to bind the gelatinous cap composed of glycoproteins in the 
Drosophila oocyte micropyle opening (Yanagimachi et al., 2013). Although WGA does 
not bind the exact same glycoproteins as alpha-L-fucosidase and asparagus pea lectin, it 
is not unreasonable to assume a mixture of glycoprotein types may be used in sperm 
attraction and retention. 
This evidence suggests that the glycoprotein gelatinous cap on the tip of the 
Drosophila micropyle is involved in sperm attraction and that wheat germ agglutinin can 
be used to reliably stain and characterize these glycoproteins. From this comes the central 
question to this project: how are these glycoproteins deposited and what is responsible for 
their glycosylation? When egg surface glycoproteins are stained with WGA and other 
lectins, there is precise localization of this staining to the micropyle, suggesting that there 
is something outside of the oocyte itself that is directing specific deposition or 
modification to just this area. Because of their proximity to the area, the polar and border 
cells are prime candidates. We hypothesize that polar cell extensions may play a role in 
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either the deposition of glycoproteins or the glycosylation of these proteins during 
development. 
 We set out to test this hypothesis by characterizing glycoprotein deposition on the 
micropyle cap in both wild type and mutant oocytes. Because the polar cells secrete Upd 
throughout most of oogenesis and act in both paracrine and autocrine manners, we 
hypothesized that the JAK/STAT pathway may be involved in micropyle glycoprotein 
formation. In order to test whether the JAK/STAT pathway is involved in formation of 
these glycoproteins, we used the JAK/STAT mutants Upd RNAi and STAT RNAi. To 
test whether the polar cell extensions are involved in formation of these glycoproteins, we 
used a dominant negative aPKC (Giedt, 2018). Because aPKCDN generally causes a total 
loss of extensions from the polar cells, we expected that if polar cell extensions are 
involved in formation of these glycoproteins, there will be no staining. Finally, to test 
whether the border cell/polar cell cluster is involved in formation of these glycoproteins, 
we used the slow border cells (slbo) mutant (Montell et al., 1992). By delaying the 
migration of the border cells and polar cells, we were able to observe the staining profile 
of the micropyle and determine if the border cells or polar cells are involved at all in the 
formation of these glycoproteins. 
 In this chapter we show that JAK/STAT is seemingly uninvolved in deposition or 
modification of sialoglycoproteins. Disruption of the JAK/STAT pathway using Upd and 
STAT92E RNAi mutants does not create a significant difference in WGA staining 
profiles when compared to wild type. Additionally, we show that the polar cell extensions 
are not required for proper formation or placement of these sialoglycoproteins. Loss of 
polar cell extensions does not significantly affect staining when compare to wild type. 
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However, disruption of border cell migration does seemingly prevent formation of 
sialoglycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle, suggesting that some part of the 
border cell/polar cell cluster may be involved in their formation.   
 
Results 
Glycoproteins are Localized Near Polar Cell Extensions 
 It has been shown that treatment of lectins to egg chamber sections is able to 
prevent sperm binding, specifically in horseshoe crabs (Limulus Polyphemus). Because 
this treatment is able to successfully repress sperm binding, the authors concluded that 
lectins are able to bind the same recognition sites as the sperm-directing enzymes on the 
sperm surface (Barnum & Brown, 1983). Additionally, other studies have found that 
these same lectins can be used to stain the glycoproteins of the micropyle gelatinous cap, 
suggesting that the micropyle contains similar sperm-binding glycoproteins. Micropyles 
of mature egg chambers have already been shown to have a full glycoprotein profile 
around the opening of the pore, but there is no data concerning the temporal or spatial 
development of glycoproteins. It is known that a mature micropyle with a fully-formed 
glycoprotein profile stains easily with WGA (Yanagimachi et al., 2013). However, there 
is little information surrounding the glycoprotein profile as the micropyle develops. With 
this information, FITC-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin was an ideal means for 
characterizing formation of micropyle glycoproteins and determining whether polar cell 
extensions are involved in their formation. 
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We set out to first determine if wheat germ agglutinin could be used reliably to 
stain oocyte micropyles in our lab. Upd-Gal4 was used to drive the expression of UAS-
mCD8::ChRFP, a membrane-bound mCherry, in the polar cells to track them and their 
extensions. FITC-WGA was used to visualize the glycoprotein profile of the micropyle 
tip. This allowed simultaneous imaging of both the polar cells and the micropyle stained 
by FITC-WGA. When this was completed, it was found that the wheat germ agglutinin 
staining was localized to the areas where the polar cell extensions were contacting the 
oocyte and where the micropyle would eventually form. This WGA staining first 
appeared in stage 10B of oogenesis, the same stage in which polar cells first send out 
primitive extensions to contact the oocyte after their migration is completed. At this 
stage, it was visible as a thin, faint layer where the extensions touched the oocyte (Figure 
4.1 A-C). As oogenesis progresses and polar cell extensions continue to develop, the 
WGA staining found around the developing micropyle grows in intensity. In stage 13, 
polar extensions are fully formed and glycoproteins stain brightly all around the tip of the 
micropyle (Figure 4.1 D-F). All of this suggests that the polar cells may be involved in 
either deposition or modification of the glycoproteins on the micropyle surface. This 
initial experiment was important for formation of our hypothesis that polar cell 
extensions are involved in micropyle glycoprotein formation.  
 
Characterization of Micropyle Glycoprotein Staining in JAK/STAT Knockdowns 
 The JAK/STAT pathway is required for nearly every polar cell function in 
oogenesis, from the generation of border cells to extension of projections to create the 
micropyle pore. JAK/STAT signaling has been shown to be important in forming normal 
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polar cell extensions and loss of signaling can lead to blocked micropyles and failure to 
hatch (Giedt, 2018). Because the polar cells and their secretion of Upd is so important 
throughout late oogenesis, we questioned whether JAK/STAT signaling might be 
involved in creation of these glycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle. As the name 
of the pathway suggests, STAT92E is an essential protein in the JAK/STAT signaling 
cascade and is important for proper polar cell function (Giedt, 2018). Also important to 
the JAK/STAT pathway and specific to the polar cells during late oogenesis is the 
Unpaired ligand (Giedt, 2018; Wang et al., 2014; Wells et al., 2013). We set out to 
characterize sialoglycoprotein profiles on the micropyles of JAK/STAT knockdowns 
Unpaired RNAi and STAT92E RNAi using fluorescein-conjugated wheat germ 
agglutinin.  
 When compared to wild type micropyle stainings, there was not a significant 
difference in staining coverage over the micropyle. Micropyle staining profile was 
classified as either full, faint, or missing, as shown in Figure 4.2. Neither STAT92E 
RNAi (p>0.05) or Unpaired RNAi (p>0.05) appear to have any effect on glycoprotein 
formation of micropyle gelatinous caps (Figure 4.2). WGA staining profiles were similar 
between wild type and both JAK/STAT knockdown oocytes, with most oocytes showing 
a bright staining covering the entirety of the micropyle tip (Figure 4.3D,E). Additionally, 
normal rates of disruptions in micropyle pore formation consistent with those of previous 
experiments in our lab with these knockdowns were observed.  
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Characterization of Micropyle Glycoprotein Staining in Dominant Negative 
aPKC Mutants 
 The polar cells are essential during oogenesis for creating the micropyle pore. 
During late oogenesis, their extensions act as a placeholder for what will become the pore 
of the micropyle as the chorion is deposited around them. When extensions are 
misdirected or absent altogether, the pore is unable to form properly and the micropyle is 
formed without it, preventing sperm entry and fertilization (Giedt, 2018). However, it is 
unknown if these extensions serve any roles other than forming the pore. Our lab has 
previously shown that total loss of extensions can be created using a dominant negative 
aPKC (aPKCDN), a polarity protein utilized by the polar cells during extension formation. 
When it is expressed, polar cells create no extensions during late oogenesis, leading to a 
closed and nonfunctional micropyle. 
 If the polar cell extensions are responsible for modifying or depositing 
glycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle, inhibition of the formation of these 
extensions should affect the staining profile of the glycoproteins. We used aPKCDN to 
create a total loss of extensions in the majority of egg chambers during late oogenesis and 
then stained with FITC-WGA to observe the sialoglycoprotein profile on the micropyle 
and found that staining profiles in mutant flies did not significantly differ from those of 
wild type flies (p>0.05). Micropyle staining profile was classified as either full, faint, or 
missing, as shown in Figure 4.2.  When compared to wild type, WGA staining was not 
altered in aPKCDN egg chambers (Figure 4.2, 4.3B) This shows that inhibition of polar 
cell extensions using aPKCDN had no readily detectable effect on the formation of 
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micropyle surface glycoproteins. Micropyle blockage rate was consistent with previous 
experiments in our lab. 
 
Characterization of Micropyle Glycoprotein Staining in Border Cell JAK/STAT 
Knockdowns 
 We have shown above that both the JAK/STAT pathway and the polar cells are 
seemingly uninvolved in micropyle glycoprotein formation. The timing of the observable 
lectin staining correlates exactly with the arrival of the polar cells and border cells to the 
nurse cell/oocyte boundary, which suggests that this cluster is involved in the formation 
of these glycoproteins. Because cell polarity mutants that inhibit polar cell extension 
formation don’t affect WGA staining profiles, we can reasonably conclude that the polar 
cell extensions are not responsible for creation or modification of these glycoproteins. 
Because of this, the border cells or polar cells themselves are strong candidates. If we 
inhibit the border/polar cell cluster, we expect that the staining profile will be altered. 
 One method of disrupting border cell function is using the slbo mutant created by 
the Montell lab (Montell et al., 1992). In this mutant line, the migration of border cells 
carrying the polar cells is delayed, preventing the cluster from reaching the nurse 
cell/oocyte boundary at stage 10B when it normally does. Although the cluster eventually 
arrives at its destination, defects in micropyle pore structure can be observed due to the 
delayed formation of polar cell extensions. Because border cell migration timing is 
important for one aspect of micropyle formation, it is possible that it might also be 
important for another. It is also known that JAK/STAT signaling controls slbo expression 
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and is essential for border cell migration (Silver et al., 2005). Although our lab does not 
have the slbo mutant readily available to use, its effects can be mimicked using 
JAK/STAT knockdown under a slbo promoter.  
 If border cells are responsible for creation or modification of sialoglycoproteins, 
their formation in slbo mutants will likely be delayed until after the border/polar cell 
cluster reaches the micropyle. In lieu of mutants that create a direct knockdown of slbo, 
we utilized a slbo-specific GAL4 to drive expression of STAT92E RNAi in only the 
exact temporal and physical locations where slbo is expressed. Because slbo is modulated 
by the JAK/STAT pathway, this knockdown creates the same effect as a strictly slbo 
knockdown (Beccari et al., 2002; Silver et al., 2005). We used WGA staining to show the 
sialoglycoprotein profile of these knockdowns and found that knockdown of JAK/STAT 
in the border cells created a significant increase in the proportion of micropyles that had 
no WGA staining (over 50%) when compared to wild type egg chambers (8%) (p<0.001). 
Micropyle staining profile was classified as either full, faint, or missing, as shown in 
Figure 4.2. Additionally, micropyle blockage rates were consistent with those seen in 
previous experiments in our lab, Silver et al. (2005), and Montell et al. (1992). These 
results suggest that border cells may play a role in micropyle sialoglycoprotein formation. 
To confirm this, border cell migration was characterized in stage 10B oocytes by the 
distance they had progressed, organized into zones established in previous work in our 
lab (Giedt, 2018). It was found that border cell migration was significantly inhibited in 
border cell JAK/STAT knockdowns when compared to wild type (p<0.001) with 85% of 
border cells not progressing past zone 1, while wild type egg chambers showed 86% of 
border cells completing migration into zone 4 by stage 10B, as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Discussion 
JAK/STAT Signaling is Not Essential in Micropyle Sialoglycoprotein 
Deposition/Modification 
 The JAK/STAT pathway is a widely conserved signaling cascade utilized by a 
variety of organisms, ranging from Drosophila to humans (Pencik et al., 2016). Although 
JAK/STAT is relatively simple, it is an essential process for development and 
homeostasis. Because it is employed in these development and homeostasis functions, it 
is a process vital for the health of an organism, and mutations can lead to an assortment 
of diseases including inflammatory disease and leukemia (Pencik et al., 2016; Rawlings 
et al., 2004).  
Drosophila utilize the JAK/STAT pathway in many developmental and 
homeostatic processes. One developmental process in Drosophila in which JAK/STAT is 
involved heavily is the creation of the micropyle during oogenesis. The polar cells begin 
secreting Upd as early as the germarium stage of oogenesis, but stages 6-7 bring 
continuous secretion that activates JAK/STAT signaling in the surrounding follicular 
epithelial cells, as well as the polar cells. This secretion of Upd continues to activate 
JAK/STAT signaling in these cells throughout the rest of oogenesis. Although 
JAK/STAT signaling via the polar cells is important in this paracrine manner, it also acts 
through autocrine signaling. 
Autocrine JAK/STAT signaling by the polar cells is involved in the formation of 
their extensions. As discussed above, these extensions are important for forming the pore 
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of the micropyle, and loss of extensions leads to a closed micropyle pore. When 
JAK/STAT is knocked down in the polar cells, we see perturbed extensions that also lead 
to pore defects (Giedt, 2018). These results allowed us to conclude that the polar cells use 
autocrine JAK/STAT signaling when forming their extensions. Loss of the JAK/STAT 
pathway creates deformed mutations that are both misdirected and misshapen, and as a 
result a significant portion of egg chambers contain defective micropyles (Giedt, 2018). 
We questioned whether these extensions had responsibilities outside of forming 
the pore; specifically, we are interested in whether extensions are involved in 
glycoprotein formation on the tip of the micropyle. These glycosylated proteins begin to 
appear at stage 10B as a thin layer at the site where the polar cell extensions first contact 
the oocyte and continue to grow in both intensity and size until stage 14 when they cover 
the entire tip of the micropyle. Previous studies have shown that micropyle glycoproteins 
are important for sperm binding and retention, as inhibition of these glycoproteins 
inhibits sperm binding and fertilization (Barnum & Brown, 1983).  
Because glycoprotein formation correlates temporally with polar cell extensions 
and is localized to the same areas, we hypothesized that polar cell extensions play a role 
in either depositing or modifying these glycoproteins on the micropyle that are required 
for sperm attraction and binding. Additionally, because JAK/STAT is required for 
multiple other polar cell processes during late oogenesis, we hypothesized that the 
JAK/STAT pathway may be controlling the polar cell extensions’ involvement in this 
process. To test this, JAK/STAT mutants Unpaired RNAi and STAT92E RNAi were 
used to knock down pathway signaling in the polar cells. Because autocrine JAK/STAT 
signaling is important in extension formation and can lead to pore defects on the 
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micropyle, we expected it may also lead to defects in glycoprotein composition if the 
extensions are responsible for their formation. If glycoprotein formation is dependent on 
JAK/STAT signaling, knock downs of these essential pathway objects should affect 
WGA staining profiles of the micropyle. 
As described above, we found no significant difference in WGA-binding 
glycoprotein profiles between wild type and JAK/STAT knockdown micropyles. When 
stage 14 micropyles were characterized using the scale in Figure 4.2, wild type and both 
JAK/STAT knockdowns displayed similar rates of micropyle wheat germ agglutinin 
staining. This suggests that sialoglycoprotein formation is occurring similarly between 
wild type and knockdown egg chambers, and that disruption of the JAK/STAT pathway 
has in knockdowns has not affected how these moieties are created. Because of this, we 
can conclude that the micropyle surface glycoproteins stained by wheat germ agglutinin 
are not deposited or modified through a method reliant on the JAK/STAT pathway. 
Although these results show that the polar cells are not creating these glycoproteins 
through JAK/STAT signaling, the polar cells and their extensions could still be involved 
in another way. These results show that the formation of micropyle sialoglycoproteins is 
independent of JAK/STAT signaling but does not rule out the polar cells from being 
involved.  
 
Polar Cell Extensions Are Not Responsible for Sialoglycoprotein Formation 
 The first visible staining of micropyle glycoproteins is visible in stage 10B, the 
same stage in which the polar cell extensions first contact the oocyte. As the polar cell 
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extensions develop, the amount of staining seen on the forming micropyle grows in 
intensity until stage 14. Because of this, we hypothesized that the polar cell extensions 
might be involved in formation of these glycoproteins. As discussed above, it was found 
that JAK/STAT signaling does not regulated glycoprotein formation. We next questioned 
whether polar cell extensions were involved in another way. aPKCDN was used to 
investigated whether polar cell extensions were responsible for glycoprotein formation on 
the micropyle. Previous work in our lab showed that knockout of aPKC was effective at 
totally inhibiting polar cell extension growth in the majority of egg chambers (Giedt, 
2018). We had hypothesized that if these polar cell extensions are absent, glycoprotein 
formation cannot occur. 
 However, we saw no significant difference in WGA staining profiles between 
wild type and aPKCDN egg chambers. aPKCDN micropyles had normal staining profiles, 
showing that inhibition of the polar cell extensions did not affect sialoglycoprotein 
formation. This evidence suggests that the polar cell extensions do not play a role in 
either the creation or modification of these glycosylated proteins found on the surface of 
the micropyle. This contradicts our initial hypothesis but raises new questions about 
whether another part of the border cell cluster is involved in this process. 
 
Inhibition of Border Cell Migration Affects Micropyle Sialoglycoprotein 
Formation 
 The slbo gene was originally discovered and found to delay border cell migration 
across the oocyte, leading to perturbation of micropyle pore formation (Montell et al., 
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1992). Since then, it has been discovered that slbo is governed by the JAK/STAT 
pathway (Beccari et al., 2002) and that the micropyle pore perturbations were a result of 
the polar cells not reaching the oocyte in time to project their extensions (Giedt, 2018). 
We utilized inhibition of the slbo gene via JAK/STAT knockdown in the border cells to 
determine if micropyle glycoproteins were affected by delayed migration of the border 
cell cluster across the egg chamber to the oocyte. When JAK/STAT was inhibited in cells 
expressing slbo (therefore inhibiting slbo and border cell migration as well), we found 
that sialoglycoproteins were absent from micropyle openings at a significant rate. This 
suggests that some part of the border cell/polar cell cluster is involved in formation of 
these glycoproteins. We have already shown that inhibition of the polar cell extensions 
does not affect the formation of the micropyle sialoglycoproteins, but this does not rule 
out the possibility of polar cell involvement in some other way. Additionally, the border 
cells may be involved in their formation. It is known that the border cells are involved in 
the secretion of chorion during micropyle formation (E. Zarani & Margaritis, 1986), so it 
is reasonable to hypothesize that the border cells might also be involved in either 
deposition or modification of the glycoproteins that appear on the micropyle tip at the 
same time as chorion deposition.  
 These results suggest that although our initial hypothesis that the polar cell 
extensions are involved in glycoprotein formation may not be true, it is likely that some 
part of the border cell cluster is. Because border cells are known to be involved in the 
follicle cell deposition of chorion during micropyle formation, they are a likely candidate 
for deposition of these glycoproteins as well. It is also possible that the polar cells are 
involved in their formation, as the polar cells arrive at the oocyte with the border cells at 
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the beginning of sialoglycoprotein formation. Additionally, the results in this chapter 
show that perturbation of micropyle sialoglycoprotein formation does not affect 
formation of the pore, and vice versa. Although the methods discussed in this section did 
not address the effects of the mutants on fucose and other micropyle residues, these 
results show that at least one micropyle residue is modulated by the border cell/polar cell 
cluster. 
 However, these results only create more questions surrounding sialoglycoproteins 
and other sugar residues on the micropyle surface, as well as their purposes. It is known 
that fucose residues on micropyle surface glycoproteins are involved in sperm binding 
and retention. These fucose residues are found not only on the outside of the micropyle 
surface, but also on the inside lining the pore (Intra et al., 2006). Conversely, the WGA 
stainings here in this chapter appear to only be staining the outside of the micropyle. 
Furthermore, we see no difference in staining when polar cell extensions are inhibited 
and a blocked micropyle is formed; if the pore is blocked, we would expect to see a 
reduction in staining because the inside won’t be stained. These results support the 
hypothesis that the polar cell extensions may be initially directed to the micropyle area by 
these moieties. It is possible that the border cells are forming the sialoglycoproteins in the 
area that will become the micropyle right as the polar cell extensions are beginning to 
form.  
 Another likely explanation, however, is that the microscope and camera used 
were not sufficient to detect the WGA staining on the inside of the micropyle as separate 
from that of the outside. If the resolution of the microscope or the camera was not high 
enough to distinguish between the WGA staining inside and outside on the micropyle, 
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there would be no discernable difference when staining was blocked on the inside. To 
circumvent this issue, confocal or other high-resolution imaging could be completed. 
 
Future Directions 
The gelatinous cap of the Drosophila micropyle is not well studied. This work has 
shown that the glycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle are unaffected by mutations 
that disrupt polar cell extensions, suggesting that these extensions are not responsible for 
their formation. However, this raises many more questions about the origin of these 
glycoproteins and their involvement in development outside of sperm attraction. While 
we have demonstrated that our WGA is capable of staining the glycoproteins present on 
the tip of the micropyle, it is unknown exactly which types of glycoproteins it binds. It is 
possible that WGA is not capable of staining every type of glycoprotein that is found on 
the micropyle surface, and if polar cell extensions were involved in formation of these 
then WGA staining would not provide an accurate picture of glycoprotein formation. 
Wheat germ agglutinin binds sialoglycoproteins (Bhavanandan & Katlic, 1979; 
Monsigny et al., 1980). However, asparagus pea lectin is a fucose-binding protein 
(VanEpps & Tung, 1977; Yan et al., 1997). Fucose moieties have been shown to be 
integral for sperm binding to the micropyle, and because WGA only binds 
sialoglycoproteins it is possible that the fucose residues are not being stained. If the 
fucose moiety is the only glycoprotein deposited or modified by the polar cell extensions, 
in principle there might have been effects by the mutants we tested that went undetected. 
Future experiments could utilize other types of lectins such as the asparagus pea lectin 
that was used by Barnum & Brown (1983) to detect these fucose moieties and determine 
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if there are any changes when extensions are inhibited. Experiments could also be 
performed using non-lectin stains such as a FITC-conjugated alpha-L-fucosidase to target 
the micropyle glycoproteins.  
 Additionally, it is possible that the glycoproteins may not be the only object 
directing sperm, and polar cell extensions might be involved in formation of those 
alternative directors. If an alternate protein or sugar is also required for sperm binding on 
the micropyle surface, the polar cells could be involved in establishing these moieties 
instead of the glycoproteins in the gelatinous cap.  
 Contradicting the idea that polar cell extensions are involved in formation of these 
glycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle, an alternative hypothesis is that these 
glycoproteins are instead involved in directing the polar cell extensions to the right 
location. These moieties might be deposited or modified at the site of micropyle 
formation via the border cells or some other means in stage 10 and direct the initial foot-
shaped polar cell extensions to make contact the correct area of the oocyte where the 
micropyle will be formed. After this, glycoproteins may continue to be deposited until the 
end of oogenesis and act in both directing and elongation of the extensions until 
micropyle formation is complete. Future experiments could address this through 
perturbation of the micropyle glycoproteins and observing the effect on the polar cell 
extensions. One way this could be accomplished is with an application of alpha-L-
fucosidase or asparagus pea lectin to an egg chamber during the beginning of 
choriogenesis, followed by a recovery and dissection in late choriogenesis to observe the 
effect on the polar cell extensions.  
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 In addition to investigating other types of micropyle glycoproteins and their roles 
with the polar cell extensions, future experiments can also further study the modulation of 
sialoglycoproteins via the border cell cluster. To determine whether border cells or polar 
cells are responsible, laser ablation of the polar cells or border cells could be performed 
and WGA profile examined. Additionally, the mechanism of this modulation is currently 
unknown.  
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Figure 4.1: WGA staining localizes near polar cell extensions. Wheat Germ 
Agglutinin staining of glycoproteins was localized around the opening of the micropyle. 
A small strip appears at stage 10B at the site of polar cell extension contact with the nurse 
cell/oocyte boundary (C). By stage 13, the entire tip of the micropyle shows up as stained 
as the extensions reach maturity (F). Bar is 10μm.   
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Figure 4.2: JAK/STAT knockdown does not perturb sialoglycoprotein formation, 
except in slbo-expressing cells. Wheat germ agglutinin staining of glycosylated proteins 
on the micropyle of wild type and JAK/STAT knockdown mutants STAT92E RNAi and 
Unpaired RNAi via UpdGAL4 in the polar cells was completed and micropyles were 
characterized using the scale on the right. When compared to wild type, JAK/STAT 
pathway mutants STAT92E RNAi and Unpaired RNAi do not significantly affect wheat 
germ agglutinin staining of oocyte micropyles (p=0.3527 and p=0.1705, respectively). 
Inhibition of polar cell extensions via aPKCDN also failed to significantly affect 
glycoprotein staining. However, inhibition of JAK/STAT-controlled slbo did result in a 
significant increase in egg chambers with no micropyle WGA staining (p=3.4e-7).  
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Figure 4.3: WGA staining is generally unaffected by JAK/STAT signaling 
knockdowns and cell polarity mutants; however, JAK/STAT knockdowns 
temporally and spatially correlated with slbo expression create total loss of WGA 
staining. FITC-WGA was used to stain glycoprotein profiles for comparison between 
wild type (A) and mutant (B-E) flies. aPKCDN was used to prevent formation of polar cell 
extensions in (B). In (C), JAK/STAT was inhibited in the border cells using slbo-GAL4, 
thereby inhibiting their migration. In (D) and (E), JAK/STAT signaling was inhibited in 
the polar cells withSTAT92E and Upd RNAi constructs. No significant difference was 
detected in staining profiles between wild type and all mutants except for slbo (p>0.05 
for all except slbo, where p=3.4e-7). In slbo egg chambers, there was a significant 
increase in micropyles with no staining whatsoever (C). Bar is 10μm.  
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Figure 4.4: Effect of slbo inhibition on border cell migration in stage 10B egg 
chambers. When slbo is inhibited during oogenesis, border cells fail to complete 
migration on time. (A) Border cell migration was characterized using zones derived from 
Giedt (2018). (B) Egg chambers where JAK/STAT was inhibited in the border cells had a 
significantly higher proportion of border cells that did not complete migration by stage 
10B. 85% of border cells did not migrate past zone 1 (C-D) in stage 10B egg chambers, 
compared to wild type (Slbo-GAL4) where 86% of border cells completed migration to 
zone 4 (E-F) (p=2.2e-16). Bar is 40μm.   
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 CHAPTER FIVE: POLAR CELL APOPTOSIS IS REQUIRED FOR  
 FERTILIZATION 
Abstract 
Drosophila oocyte polar cells form extensions during late oogenesis that are 
essential for forming the micropyle pore; the death and degradation of these extensions is 
arguably equally as important as their formation. The polar cells undergo two rounds of 
apoptosis during oogenesis: once in early oogenesis where the number of pre-polar cells 
is reduced from 3-5 to 2, and again in late stage oogenesis after the micropyle is formed 
and the polar cells are no longer necessary. The reduction of supernumerary pre-polar 
cells via apoptosis in early stage oocytes is well-studied and highly consistent both in 
timing and completion (Besse & Pret, 2003); however, micropyle formation has not been 
studied in the context of these processes. Multiple studies have used P35, a baculovirus 
protein, to inhibit apoptosis of polar cells during oogenesis (Besse & Pret, 2003; Kester & 
Nambu, 2011). However, none of these studies have explored the implications of polar 
cell apoptosis prevention in micropyle formation. We set out to observe the effects of 
failure of polar cell apoptosis in late stage oocytes on the micropyle structure. 
Completing these experiments provided insight into the purpose of polar cell apoptosis; 
specifically, whether apoptosis was a requirement for fertilization. By expressing the 
apoptosis inhibitor protein P35 using the GAL4/UAS system, we expected to see failure 
of the polar cells to undergo apoptosis, resulting in defects in the micropyle. We show 
that inhibition of polar cell apoptosis via P35 expression results in both failure to reduce 
supernumerary pre-polar cells and failure of polar cells to undergo apoptosis during stage 
14, resulting in lower hatch rates of eggs likely due to an inability of sperm to fertilize the 
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egg. However, we do not see defects in micropyle structure, suggesting that extensions 
from supernumerary polar cells do not affect micropyle formation and are not preventing 
sperm from fertilizing the oocyte. We suggest that lower fertilization rates are 
alternatively due to polar cells and their extensions acting as a plug and physically 
blocking the pore of the micropyle, preventing sperm entry. Therefore, we conclude that 
polar cell apoptosis during late stage oogenesis is required to clear the micropyle pore 
and is necessary for sperm entry and oocyte fertilization. 
 
Introduction 
The final stages of oogenesis contain an orchestration of events, one of which is 
the creation of the micropyle pore by the polar cell extensions. After chorion deposition 
is completed, the polar cells undergo apoptosis and disintegrate along with their 
extensions, leaving an open micropyle pore. These extensions act as a placeholder for the 
micropyle pore as chorion is deposited, and without them the pore is not formed (Giedt, 
2018). Here we propose that polar cell apoptosis at the end of oogenesis is a necessary 
process for clearing the micropyle channel, and without it sperm entry is inhibited. 
Choriogenesis is essential for creating the final Drosophila eggshell which 
protects the egg chamber from a variety of environmental hazards while it develops. 
Without the eggshell, the Drosophila egg chamber would be vulnerable to mechanical 
and chemical environmental hazards and hatch rates would be significantly reduced 
(Margaritis et al., 1980; Waring & Mahowald, 1979). The layers of the eggshell are 
secreted successively. Prior to chorion deposition during stages 8-11, the vitelline 
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membrane and the wax layer are formed (Pascucci et al., 1996). Coinciding with the 
arrival of the border cell/polar cell cluster at the nurse cell/oocyte boundary in stage 10B, 
stage 11 brings the beginning of chorion deposition (Giedt, 2018). In succession the inner 
chorion, endochorion, and finally the exochorion are deposited by the follicular 
epithelium, with a final hardening step to solidify the entire structure (Pascucci et al., 
1996; Waring & Mahowald, 1979). This deposition process is completed in stage 14 as 
the oocyte reaches maturity. 
This structural organization is also present across most of the eggshell, including 
on the micropyle. Essential to the creation of this micropyle during choriogenesis are the 
anterior polar cells, sending extensions to help shape the micropyle pore as the chorion is 
deposited. Extensions first begin to protrude at stage 10B and persist until stage 14, 
meaning that the extensions are present just before chorion deposition begins and 
maintained until the end of choriogenesis. At this point, the polar cells undergo apoptosis 
and degrade. It is thought that the purpose of this apoptotic event is to vacate the 
micropyle pore, leaving a space through which the sperm can later enter. Additionally, 
we expected that this action might play some role in finalizing the structure of the 
micropyle pore. Here we aim to determine the function of this apoptotic event using the 
anti-apoptosis gene P35. 
Cell death can take a variety of forms. In 2018, the Nomenclature Committee for 
Cell Death defined 12 common and distinct methods of cell death that are currently 
known, although there are likely many more to be discovered (Galluzzi et al., 2018). The 
current 12 cell death methods are necroptosis, ferroptosis, pyroptosis, parthanatos, entotic 
cell death, NETotic cell death, LDCD, ADCD, ICD, intrinsic apoptosis, extrinsic 
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apoptosis, and MPT-driven necrosis. In addition to these 12 methods, many cells will 
often use a combination of cell death processes to ensure that certain cell types expire in a 
way that is customized to their unique circumstances (Galluzzi et al., 2018; Guild, 
Connelly, Shaw, & Tilney, 1997). Although cell death is often utilized by an organism in 
response to a damaged cell, it is also regularly utilized in homeostasis and even 
development. Programmed cell death (PCD) is a conserved process that occurs during all 
stages of life in a wide variety of organisms (Jacobson, Weil, & Raff, 1997). During 
development, PCD is involved in a multitude of roles across organisms, ranging from 
formation of digits (Farin et al., 2013; Zaleske, 1985) to notochord formation (Malikova, 
Van Stry, & Symes, 2007). In humans, cell death is an important part of neuronal 
development (Yamaguchi & Miura, 2015). 
In insects, programmed cell death is involved in development in nearly every step 
from a single cell to a fully developed organism, including during oogenesis (Cecconi & 
Levine, 2008). It is known that PCD is a commonly used mechanism in developing 
Drosophila egg chambers during nearly every stage of oogenesis (Giorgi & Deri, 1976). 
PCD occurs in the nurse cells during late stage oogenesis through a complicated process 
called dumping that is seemingly independent of normal apoptotic pathways (Guild et al., 
1997). PCD also happens in the somatic follicle cells surrounding the egg chamber 
throughout oogenesis and in a large event at the end of oogenesis, but less is known about 
this (Giorgi & Deri, 1976). In addition to these, it is known that both anterior and 
posterior polar cells are modulated via apoptotic pathways during oogenesis (Besse & 
Pret, 2003). However, it is not known what role this polar cell apoptosis plays in 
micropyle development and whether the timing of that event is important, as well as how 
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this apoptosis is connected to other programmed cell death events in the oocyte during 
development. 
 Drosophila oocyte polar cells undergo two rounds of apoptosis during oogenesis. 
In early oogenesis before stage 5, there exists anywhere between 3-5 supernumerary pre-
polar cells, identifiable by polar cell-specific markers such as A101 (Besse & Pret, 2003), 
PZ80 (Karpen & Spradling, 1992), or Fasciclin III. These pre-polar cells have a 
polyclonal origin and belong to the polar/stalk cell lineage. By stage 5, these 
supernumerary polar cells are reduced to only two through apoptosis that has shown to be 
highly consistent (Besse & Pret, 2003). When this early apoptosis is inhibited, a number 
of problems including failure of basal actin filament polarization, defects in anterior 
squamous cell stretching, and inhibition of border cell migration occur (Besse & Pret, 
2003). Once this event occurs, development continues, and polar cells can function 
normally in organizing border cell migration through secretion of Unpaired and forming 
extensions to shape the micropyle. 
 Extension formation continues to progress until maturation in stage 14. During 
this time in stages 12-14 the nurse cells begin their dumping process, a combination of 
programmed cell death mechanisms. During this event, 15 germline-derived nurse cells 
transfer the contents of their cytoplasm into the oocyte through the use of cross-linked 
actin cables and then subsequently die (Guild et al., 1997). Disruption of apoptosis or 
autophagy in these cells only partially hinders this process, suggesting that there are other 
mechanisms driving it (Timmons, Mondragon, Meehan, & McCall, 2017). By stage 14, 
all of the nurse cell nuclei have disappeared, leaving the oocyte. At this time in stage 14, 
a dramatic programmed cell death event occurs in the somatic cells surrounding the 
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oocyte, including the polar cells. Although it is known that stretch follicle cells are 
involved in phagocytosis of nurse cells during late oogenesis, little is known about other 
roles these cells play and the events leading to their programmed cell death. Around the 
same time of the surrounding somatic follicular cell PCD, the polar cells also experience 
PCD. Once the polar cell extensions have served their role in shaping the micropyle 
during chorion deposition, they undergo a second round of apoptosis and degrade, 
leaving an open micropyle pore in the space where the two cells and their extensions 
resided before. With this action completed, sperm can enter through the open micropyle 
and fertilize the oocyte.  
 Our lab previously studied the effect on micropyle development when polar cell 
extensions were not fully formed/formed at all. When polar cell extensions are perturbed, 
micropyle channels often fail to form, blocking sperm entry and causing an inability of 
the egg to be fertilized; however, there is not currently research describing the effects of 
polar cells and extensions that form fully but fail to disappear. Multiple studies have used 
P35, a baculovirus protein, to inhibit apoptosis of and study polar cells during early 
oogenesis (Besse & Pret, 2003; Kester & Nambu, 2011). P35 is a competitive, 
irreversible inhibitor of caspases that permanently binds caspase via a stable thioester 
bond. Here we utilize P35 to show that apoptosis of polar cells and their extensions in 
late oogenesis is not necessary for micropyle morphological development, but still 
necessary to create space for sperm entry and subsequent fertilization. 
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 Results  
Characterization of Polar Cell Presence and Micropyle Pore Morphology in P35-
Expressing Oocytes 
 We hypothesized that apoptosis of polar cells during late oogenesis is necessary 
for proper micropyle pore formation. If this hypothesis is correct, disruption of this 
apoptotic event would affect the morphology of the resulting micropyle pore, possibly in 
the form of a narrow or collapsed pore; if it was incorrect, a normal pore would be 
observed. To achieve this disruption, we used the apoptosis inhibitor P35 and 
characterized the presence of polar cells and the micropyle pore morphology in stage 14 
oocytes expressing this anti-apoptotic gene. Upd-Gal4 was used to drive the expression 
of the baculovirus P35 gene under a UAS sequence only in the polar cells during 
oogenesis. UAS-mCD8::GFP, a membrane-bound GFP, was used to mark these cells and 
track morphological differences between the wild type flies without the UAS-P35 
transgene and P35 mutant flies. We first wanted to test the ability of P35 expression to 
cause the persistence of the polar cells into late stage 14. 
P35 was expected to disrupt apoptosis of the two polar cells during late stage 
oogenesis. In P35-expressing stage 14 egg chambers it was found that 77% of polar cells 
and extensions were still present; conversely, 18% of wild type egg chambers had polar 
cells and extensions still present (p<0.001) (Figure 5.1,2B). Micropyle structure was 
observed using DIC microscopy and found that micropyle pores were correctly formed 
even in stage 14 oocytes where polar cells and extensions were still present. Nearly 90% 
of P35-expressing egg chambers and 97% of wild type egg chambers had normal 
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micropyle pores (Figure 5.2A). The rate of P35 micropyle blockage was not significantly 
different than that of the wild type egg chambers (p>0.05).  
Additionally, during early oogenesis the supernumerary pre-polar cells undergo 
apoptosis to reduce their number from 3-5 to only 2 in a highly consistent process. It was 
expected that expression of P35 might disrupt this apoptosis and result in supernumerary 
polar cells in later stages of oogenesis, and there were a significant number (p<0.001) of 
egg chambers that retained at least one supernumerary polar cell (Figure 5.1,2C). Around 
10% of egg chambers in P35 had three or more anterior polar cells in stage 14, while 
none of the wild type egg chambers had more than two anterior polar cells. Although 
there was this significant fraction of P35 egg chambers with more than two anterior polar 
cells, the majority (90%) of oocytes showed only two anterior polar cells. 
Characterization of Micropyle Pore Morphology and Quantification of Hatch 
Rate in Egg Hatching Assays 
 During the final stage of oogenesis, the polar cells and their extensions undergo 
apoptosis and disintegrate, after which micropyle formation is complete. It is believed 
that this apoptosis of polar cells during stage 14 serves in part to remove the polar cells 
and their extensions from the micropyle pore, leaving a space for the sperm to enter and 
fertilize (Giedt, 2018). Without this apoptotic event, it is thought that polar cell 
extensions would still occupy the pore and prevent sperm entry. In order to test this 
hypothesis, we set out to prevent apoptosis at this stage using the anti-apoptosis gene P35 
and observe the effect of continued polar cell presence, both on micropyle pore structure 
and ability of the egg chamber to be fertilized. In flies expressing P35, it was expected 
that the polar cells present at the end of oogenesis would physically block the pore of the 
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micropyle, preventing sperm entry and therefore fertilization. Additionally, the continued 
presence of these polar cells was expected to disrupt proper formation of the micropyle 
and result in a deformed structure. The GFP stainings of stage 14 polar cells above 
showed that continued presence of polar cells and their extensions into stage 14 did not 
disrupt micropyle pore formation.  
We then set out to characterize the hatch rate of deposited eggs and the micropyle 
structure in unhatched eggs between wild type and egg chambers expressing P35. If 
persistence of polar cells and their extensions does in fact block sperm entry or cause 
deformities in the micropyle, we predicted that lower hatch rates would be seen when 
compared to wild type. 80% of wild type oocytes hatched, while only 58% of P35-
expressing oocytes hatched (Figure 5.2E). These egg chambers from flies expressing P35 
hatched at a significantly lower rate than wild type (p<0.001), suggesting that polar cells 
may have been present during the time in which fertilization would have normally 
occurred. However, rates of deformed micropyles were not significantly different 
(p>0.05), with nearly 93% of wild type oocytes and 88% of P35 oocytes having normal 
micropyle channels (Figure 5.2D). This suggests that polar cell apoptosis at the end of 
oogenesis is not important for micropyle structure formation but could be necessary for 
fertilization or some other hatching requirement.  
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Discussion 
P35 Affects Polar Cell Apoptosis in Both Early and Late Stage Oogenesis 
Preceding studies have observed the effects of P35 on polar cell apoptosis during 
early oogenesis. They found that reduction of supernumerary polar cells from 3-5 to 2 is 
both highly regulated and required for late egg chamber development (Besse & Pret, 
2003). When this apoptotic process was inhibited, they found that anterior somatic cell 
stretching and border cell migration were perturbed in egg chambers with more than 2 
polar cells. We saw similar results when we expressed P35 in the polar cells; however, 
we also looked at how this P35 expression affects polar cell apoptosis in late stage 
oogenesis. In stage 14 oocytes, polar cells were significantly more likely to have not yet 
undergone apoptosis when compared to wild type oocytes (Figure 5.2B). In stage 14 wild 
type oocytes, polar cells in most egg chambers have completed apoptosis and have 
degraded and disappeared along with their extensions. In stage 14 P35 oocytes, most egg 
chambers still had polar cells and their extensions present. Even with this significant 
difference in polar cell and extension presence, however, there was not a significant 
difference in micropyle channel blockage between P35 and wild type flies (Figure 5.2A). 
Although these groups of two or more polar cells remained present in oogenesis beyond 
the point when they normally would have undergone apoptosis, their maintained similar 
morphologies to those of wild type egg chambers (Figure 5.1).  
From this, we can conclude that P35 expression allowed for persistence of polar 
cells beyond the point where they normally would undergo apoptosis, but this persistence 
did not seem to affect development of the micropyle and normal micropyle channel 
development was completed. It is known that the polar cells are required for micropyle 
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pore formation during chorion deposition (Giedt, 2018). This appears to be the only role 
of the polar cell extensions in micropyle pore formation; polar cell apoptosis is not 
involved in any final shaping of the pore. Additionally, the morphology of these cells was 
unaffected by this extension beyond normal apoptosis, suggesting that they were still able 
to function normally throughout this entire process. From these results we can conclude 
that apoptosis of polar cells and their extensions is not required for proper micropyle 
formation, and their persistence does not perturb formation of the pore. However, this 
apoptotic event might be functionally important for clearing the pore to allow sperm 
passage.  
 
Polar Cell Apoptosis is Required for Fertilization 
 Apoptosis is a conserved phenomenon across virtually every organism, from 
single cell organisms to mammals (McCarthy, 2003; Salvesen & Abrams, 2004). 
Drosophila use apoptosis during development to complete a variety of tasks, with 
apoptosis being used several times just during oogenesis. These apoptotic events are 
utilized during a variety of processes, including formation of the micropyle. The polar 
cells have been shown to undergo apoptosis at both the beginning and the end of 
oogenesis, with different purposes for each event. Early polar cell apoptosis is essential 
for reducing polar cell numbers down to two, and failure of this event can lead to 
problems with polar cell coordination and signaling to border cells during the rest of 
oogenesis (Besse & Pret, 2003). Polar cell apoptosis during late oogenesis is not as well-
studied, but it is thought that the main purpose is to leave an open micropyle pore through 
which the sperm can enter and fertilize the egg (Giedt, 2018).  
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The anti-apoptotic baculovirus gene P35 has been shown to be effective in 
preventing polar cell apoptosis during early oogenesis, resulting in 3-5 polar cells present 
in later stages (Besse & Pret, 2003). However, the effects of P35 on late oogenesis polar 
cell apoptosis had not previously been studied. We show above that when P35 is 
expressed in developing Drosophila oocyte polar cells, both the polar cells and their 
extensions persist into stage 14 of oogenesis where they normally would have degraded 
and disappeared (Figure 5.1). This persistence of polar cells and their extensions results 
in a significantly lower hatch rate of embryos after deposition (Figure 5.2E).  
Egg hatching assays are a useful tool for observing the effects of an observed 
mutant phenotype during development on whether it affects the ability of an organism to 
produce offspring. In this study, egg hatching assays were performed to determine 
whether P35 expression affected the micropyle’s ability to accept sperm for fertilization. 
We hypothesized that the polar cells failure to undergo apoptosis prevented them from 
completing micropyle channel formation, resulting in a damaged channel of some sort. 
We found that the morphology of the micropyle channel in P35 egg chambers was 
unperturbed and matched that of the wild type. Therefore, this lower hatch rate is a likely 
a result of the polar cells themselves, rather than a defect in the micropyle.   
Because we showed that there are no morphological differences between the 
micropyle channel of wild type and P35-expressing egg chambers, this suggests that the 
polar cells themselves are inhibiting fertilization. We propose that by failing to complete 
apoptosis in stage 14, the polar cells and their extensions are physically blocking the 
entrance to the micropyle pore. As a result, the sperm are prevented from entering 
through the micropyle, in the same way that a plug prevents water from going down a 
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drain. While wild type polar cells undergo apoptosis and leave an open space for sperm 
entry, P35 polar cells and their extension remain at the opening of the micropyle and 
inside its pore, respectively. This continued presence covers the opening to the pore and 
prevents sperm binding and entry. From this we can conclude that the timing of polar cell 
apoptosis in late stage oogenesis is important for clearing the micropyle channel and 
leaving an empty pore through which sperm can enter. If this apoptotic event fails to 
occur, sperm entry is often blocked, and fertilization cannot occur. However, we did not 
determine whether the egg chambers with persistent polar cells match up with the egg 
chambers that failed to hatch. Because of this, these numbers cannot be directly 
compared. 
 
Future Directions 
 The polar cell extensions are required for formation of the micropyle pore during 
late oogenesis, but little is known about the requirements of their death. It was suspected 
that polar cell apoptosis functioned to clear the micropyle pore, and here we showed that 
inhibition of apoptosis results in lower hatch rates. To confirm that these lower hatch 
rates were a result of the polar cell inhibition and not some secondary effect of the P35 
expression, other apoptosis inhibitors could be tested. We investigated the Drosophila 
Inhibitor of Apoptosis (DIAP1) gene but found that it was not effective at preventing 
polar cell apoptosis. Testing of other apoptosis inhibitors to confirm the effects of polar 
cell persistence will be valuable for corroborating the role of apoptosis. Additionally, 
inhibition of pro-apoptosis genes could also achieve a similar result. 
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 Although we showed that persistence of the polar cells and their extensions results 
in a lower hatch rate, there were no experiments done to mechanistically prove how that 
was occurring. Our hypothesis is that the polar cell extensions are blocking the micropyle 
pore and preventing sperm from entering for fertilization. In order to confirm this, 
experiments to verify lack of fertilization of unhatched egg chambers will need to be 
completed. If it is confirmed that unhatched egg chambers from P35 flies are unfertilized 
at a significant level, we can conclude will confidence that our proposed mechanism is 
correct. 
 Other explorations of this project could include investigating the effect of 
continued extension presence on the formation of the micropyle gelatinous cap. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, the gelatinous cap contains glycoproteins that are 
utilized in sperm binding and retention. With polar cell extensions still present in the 
micropyle pore, it is possible that this collection of glycoproteins could be disrupted in 
some way, resulting in an inability of sperm to find their way into the micropyle. This is 
an alternate mechanism that would also explain the lower hatch rate found in P35 egg 
chambers. To test this, stage 14 egg chambers could be stained with wheat germ 
agglutinin to observe the glycoprotein profile of their gelatinous cap. If the polar cell 
extensions are affecting it, there should be disruption in the staining.   
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Figure 5.1: P35 egg chambers show continued presence of polar cells beyond normal 
apoptosis. Upd GAL4 was used to express UAS-P35 only in the polar cells. Polar cell 
morphology was observed using UAS-Lifeact.GFP stained with FITC-conjugated 
antibodies. (A) Wild type polar cells completed apoptosis and degraded. (B,C) Egg 
chambers expressing P35 had polar cells still present in stage 14, with some containing 
more than two polar cells (B). Arrows point to the polar cells. Bar is 10μm.  
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Figure 5.2: Lower P35 hatch rate correlates with persistence of polar cells in stage 
14. Stage 14 oocyte polar cell staining (A-C) and egg hatching assays (D,E) did not show 
significant differences in micropyle blockage between wild type and P35 expressing flies 
(A,D). Stage 14 oocytes did have significant differences in extension morphology (B) and 
number of anterior polar cells present (C) between wild type and P35. Egg hatching 
essays saw a significant difference in hatch rates (E) between wild type and P35.   
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 CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
Micropyle Formation is a Unique Form of Tubulogenesis That Utilizes Many 
Conserved Methods 
The eggshell is a protective structure utilized by a multitude of species. Although 
they are universally used to protect the egg chamber, eggshells come in a variety of 
shapes and sizes. In general, eggshells form via secretion of some type of protective 
material by a group of cells during development. In chickens, that material is calcite; in 
insects like Drosophila, that material is chorion. These eggshells are usually formed at 
the end of egg development after the necessary components of the egg chamber are fully 
formed and are generally the norm across reptiles, insects, and some mammals.  
Avian eggshells are made up of a semipermeable calcium carbonate crystal 
structure that allows passage of moisture and air, while still preventing dust and bacteria 
from entering (Chien, Hincke, & McKee, 2009). Eggshells like these are beneficial 
because they receive the benefit of the protective layer while circumventing problems 
with things like oxygen uptake. Eggshells in many other organisms like Drosophila and 
zebrafish (Danio rerio) utilize an outer chorion membrane, a strong proteinaceous 
structure that is often used with multiple layers in varying orientations (Bonsignorio, 
Perego, Del Giacco, & Cotelli, 1996; Margaritis et al., 1980). Zebrafish chorion forms in 
a three-layered structure with an outer electron-dense zone, a middle fibrillar zone, and 
an inner electron-dense zone (Hart & Donovan, 1983). These three-layers combined are 
sufficient to protect the unfertilized zebrafish egg from environmental hazards as it 
becomes fertilized and develops. In Drosophila, the eggshell consists of five layers: from 
innermost to outermost, the vitelline membrane, the wax layer, the inner chorion, the 
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endochorion, and the exochorion. The three chorion layers are composed of differing 
structures such as crystal lattices and fenestrated floors connected by intermittent pillars 
(Margaritis et al., 1980), giving a final structure that is incredibly robust. However, with 
this strength comes weaknesses; although the structures of eggshells like those in 
zebrafish and Drosophila are well-suited for defense against environmental hazards, they 
also hinder essential processes such as oxygen uptake, hatching, and sperm entry.  
 To circumvent the problems created by a robust eggshell structure, many 
organisms have adopted specialized chorionic structures that address them. Respiratory 
appendages like the Drosophila dorsal appendages allow oxygen uptake, an operculum 
provides an exit during hatching, and a micropyle allows for sperm uptake and 
fertilization. These specialized chorionic adaptations are all essential for egg 
development and useful in insect classification (Hinton, 1981).  
 The micropyle is one of these specialized structures, with varying forms and 
shapes conserved across a wide variety of organisms. Though micropyles across species 
differ in formation, shape, and utilization, they all serve a similar purpose of allowing 
sperm passage past the eggshell for fertilization. Although the main purpose of 
micropyles across species is to allow sperm passage past the tough eggshell, the 
micropyle can also serve secondary purposes such as preventing polyspermy in zebrafish 
(Hart & Donovan, 1983) or switching between sexual and asexual reproduction in termite 
queens (Yashiro & Matsuura, 2014).  
In addition to micropyle development, all the work here addresses the larger 
question of revealing the process of tubulogenesis. Tube formation is required in a variety 
of species for creation of structures like the neural tube, heart, lungs, and kidneys 
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(Karfunkel, 1974; Stainier, Lee, & Fishman, 1993). In Drosophila, tubulogenesis is 
utilized in formation of salivary glands, wing veins, and tracheal tubes (Blair, 2007; 
Hayashi & Kondo, 2018; Kerman, Cheshire, & Andrew, 2006). The five typical forms of 
tube morphogenesis are budding, wrapping, cavitation, cord hollowing, and cell 
hollowing (Iruela-Arispe & Beitel, 2013). Drosophila utilize these often in formation of 
structures like the salivary glands with budding and wrapping (Kerman et al., 2006), but 
micropyle formation is independent of these processes.  
While the five methods above create tubes that are cellular in nature, the 
Drosophila micropyle is distinctly acellular. Because of this, the Drosophila micropyle 
developmental process provides an excellent example of a regular tube morphogenesis 
that is independent of the common five tubulogenesis methods. Mechanisms of acellular 
tubulogenesis often evolve as a product of the surrounding structure; a cellular structure 
cannot be formed from surrounding material if that material is acellular in nature (Berg, 
2008; Giedt, 2018). Drosophila face this issue when forming structures like the dorsal 
appendages and the micropyle, because the surrounding eggshell is comprised of 
acellular chorion protein layers. For the dorsal appendages, the initial tube structure is 
formed by a number of follicle cells. After the tube is formed, chorion proteins are 
deposited into the lumen and eventually give rise to the final shape of the dorsal 
appendage. These follicle cells eventually slough off and are not part of the final dorsal 
appendage structure (Berg, 2008). Similarly, the micropyle utilizes follicle cells (the two 
polar cells and their extensions) to form the shape of the micropyle pore while chorion is 
being deposited (Giedt, 2018). After chorion deposition is completed, the polar cells 
undergo apoptosis and vacate the micropyle pore. Even though Drosophila micropyle 
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development shares many similarities with that of other organisms like zebrafish, the 
overall process is still quite different. Acellular tubulogenesis is far less common than 
cellular tubulogenesis, and by investigating the mechanism of this unique tube formation 
we hope to provide a greater understanding of alternative methods of tubulogenesis.  
This alternative form of tubulogenesis was likely formed as a necessity to work 
with the eggshell structure. Although there are many examples of cellular micropyles, 
formation of a cellular micropyle in the context of Drosophila eggshell formation is less 
than practical. The Drosophila eggshell is acellular in nature, so formation of acellular 
eggshell structures that can be easily incorporated into it provides an easy solution, rather 
than trying to merge a cellular micropyle with an acellular eggshell. Considering the 
major differences in construction, however, there are a surprising number of similarities 
between micropyles even in species that are not closely related.  
The zebrafish micropyle is an example of this. Although zebrafish and Drosophila 
are not closely related species, their micropyles are remarkably similar in both formation 
and shape. Both species utilize a signaling cascade to drive micropyle development, both 
utilize specialized follicle cells to form the micropyle, and both have micropyles with a 
hollow conical structure.  
Central to Drosophila micropyle development and that of many other 
developmental processes is the JAK/STAT pathway. JAK/STAT signaling is responsible 
at least in part for nearly every step of micropyle formation, including polar and border 
cell formation, border cell migration, polar cell extension formation. When JAK/STAT is 
knocked out in all three of these and other processes, defects in the micropyle are found 
(Giedt, 2018; Montell et al., 1992; Silver et al., 2005). Similarly, the Hippo pathway is 
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essential for formation of the zebrafish micropyle. The Taz effector of the Hippo pathway 
is responsible for conversion of a follicle cell into the micropylar cell and formation of 
the micropyle using that cell (Yi et al., 2019).  
It is known that the JAK/STAT and Hippo pathways are often intertwined in their 
processes (Chen, Qin, Deng, Avruch, & Zhou, 2012; Sarikaya & Extavour, 2015), so it is 
no surprise that it is utilized to complete an analogous process in zebrafish. In the same 
way that the Unpaired morphogen is used to drive cellular actions in the polar cells 
during Drosophila micropyle formation, the Taz effector is used to drive function of the 
micropylar cell in zebrafish micropyle formation (Giedt, 2018; Montell et al., 1992; Yi et 
al., 2019). However, these pathway involvements differ in the scope of their effects. 
Mutants of the Taz effector showed no differences in oocytes outside of micropyle 
formation, suggesting it is not required for oogenesis other than in the micropyle. 
Alternatively, the JAK/STAT pathway is required for multiple processes outside of the 
actual formation of the micropyle, with one pertinent example being the specification and 
migration of border cells. Considering their differences, however, the use of the 
JAK/STAT and Hippo pathways in Drosophila and zebrafish micropyle development, 
respectively, follow a nearly analogous set of steps that are too similar to disregard. 
Both Drosophila and zebrafish also utilize specialized follicle cells in formation 
of their micropyle. In Drosophila, the anterior polar cells are a pair of cells required for 
multiple steps of the micropyle developmental process. Using JAK/STAT signaling these 
cells control border cell formation, border cell migration, and the formation of the polar 
cell extensions, among others. The polar cell extensions are projected into the center of 
the forming micropyle during chorion deposition and act as a placeholder for the pore 
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until the micropyle is complete. In a similar fashion, the zebrafish micropylar cell and its 
use of Hippo signaling are essential for micropyle formation. During stage 3 of zebrafish 
oogenesis the micropylar cell begins to create a protrusion, similar to the polar cell 
extensions. Zebrafish oogenesis only contains 5 stages of development (Selman, Wallace, 
Sarka, & Qi, 1993), so the relative timing of this protrusion formation roughly correlates 
with the polar cell extensions in Drosophila. This papilla is made up of cytoskeletal 
filaments and pierces through the vitelline envelope to creates vacancy which becomes 
the micropyle (Kobayashi & Yamamoto, 1985; Yi et al., 2019). This process is seemingly 
very similar to that of the polar cell extensions during Drosophila micropyle formation; 
however, it differs in that the zebrafish micropyle is not formed through chorion 
deposition. The zebrafish micropyle is formed through a cellular process that involves the 
rearrangement of cells to form its shape, whereas the Drosophila micropyle is an 
acellular process dependent on chorion deposition. The Drosophila polar cell extensions 
are required to act as a somewhat passive placeholder for the pore during chorion 
deposition, whereas the zebrafish micropylar cell itself seems to be responsible for 
actively forming the pore instead of just shaping it. This likely allows the micropylar cell 
to accomplish its task as a singular cell, rather than the two that are likely needed to form 
robust enough extensions in Drosophila. 
Critical to the involvement of the micropylar cell is Hippo signaling, and when 
Hippo signaling is removed via inhibition of the Taz effector the micropylar cell is not 
specified and no micropyle forms (Yi et al., 2019). From this, it was concluded that 
functional Hippo signaling was required for zebrafish micropyle formation. Conversely, 
the Drosophila micropyle still forms even in JAK/STAT knockdowns. However, a 
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significant portion of micropyles in JAK/STAT knockdowns have blocked pores, 
rendering them useless and the egg unable to be fertilized (Giedt, 2018). Zebrafish 
micropyle formation heavily utilizes the Hippo pathway because the micropylar cell’s 
protrusion is the main action that results in micropyle formation. In Drosophila, 
choriogenesis occurs with or without a functioning JAK/STAT pathway. As a result, a 
micropyle forms regardless of JAK/STAT function; however, functional pathway 
signaling is a requirement for formation of the pore. Even if the micropyle structure 
forms, it is useless without a properly formed pore.  
 In addition to signaling cascades and usage of follicle cells, the method through 
which Drosophila and zebrafish micropyles are formed share many resemblances. As 
discussed above, Drosophila polar cells form extensions that are responsible for shaping 
the micropyle lumen. Without these extensions, a closed pore is formed that is unable to 
accept sperm. Similarly, the zebrafish micropylar cell elongates to perforate the vitelline 
envelope, with one end of the cell protruding out in what looks comparable to an 
extension. Although this method of cellular elongation is different in many ways from 
that of the polar cells and their extensions, the concept of an elongated cellular process 
creating a vacancy for the micropyle is strikingly similar between the two organisms. 
 Drosophila share many similarities in the development of their micropyle with 
zebrafish, but this is only one example of a process widely conserved across species. 
Micropyles are an essential structure for many organisms and uncovering the 
developmental process of the Drosophila micropyle may provide insight into that of other 
organisms. Many other organisms such as the silkworm and the termite also share 
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similarities in micropylar formation through the use of specialized cells and chorion 
layers (Yamauchi & Yoshitake, 1984; Yashiro & Matsuura, 2014). 
 
Polar Cell Extensions Have Specific Timing Requirements and Regulated 
Functions  
Here in this work we built upon previous studies in our lab and investigated three 
interwoven processes of Drosophila micropyle formation; specifically, we looked at the 
roles of the polar cells and their extensions. Experiments in this thesis focused on timing 
requirements for polar cell extensions, involvement of extensions in glycoprotein 
formation, and timing requirements for polar cell apoptosis (Figure 6.1).  
Through investigating polar cell extension timing, we found that extensions are 
required during the beginning and middle of choriogenesis. Inhibition of polar cell 
extensions during the beginning and middle stages of choriogenesis resulted in 
micropyles that formed with perturbed pores; when polar cell extensions were inhibited 
only in late choriogenesis, normal micropyle pores formed. After the structure of the pore 
is formed by the chorion, the extensions are seemingly no longer required for a properly 
formed micropyle. Even if they are removed before chorion deposition is completed, the 
inner chorion layer is ostensibly robust enough to maintain its shape throughout the rest 
of choriogenesis. 
Additionally, we explored whether the polar cell extensions play any roles outside 
of acting as a placeholder for the pore; specifically, we investigated the involvement of 
the extensions in micropyle glycoprotein formation. We found that polar cell extensions 
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were not involved in formation of sialoglycoproteins on the surface of the micropyle. 
When we stained polar cell extension mutants with wheat germ agglutinin, we observed 
no difference in staining profiles between the mutant and wild type egg chambers. 
Although it remains possible that other types of micropyle surface glycoproteins may be 
formed by the polar cell extensions (such as those with fucose moieties that are known to 
be involved in direction of sperm), the more likely alternative hypothesis is that the 
glycoproteins are involved in directing the polar cell extensions. However, we did find 
that some component of the border cell/polar cell cluster is involved in formation of these 
glycoproteins. When border cell migration was inhibited, we saw no staining on the tip of 
the micropyle, indicating that there were no sialoglycoproteins on its surface.  
Finally, we studied the function of polar cell apoptosis during late oogenesis and 
found that it serves to clear the micropyle pore. In mutants where polar cell apoptosis was 
inhibited during late oogenesis and polar cells persisted into stage 14, we saw a 
significant increase in resulting unhatched egg chambers. We hypothesize that the 
continued presence of the polar cells and their extensions are physically blocking the 
entrance to the pore, preventing sperm entry and fertilization of the egg chamber. Under 
normal conditions, the apoptosis of the polar cells at the end of oogenesis functions to 
clear the micropyle pore and create space through which the sperm enter the egg.  
Beyond these conclusions directly related to micropyle development, the findings 
here contribute to our understanding of general Drosophila development and support our 
model of micropyle tubulogenesis. Our working model proposes that the polar cell 
extensions are required to act as a placeholder for the micropyle pore, and the work in 
this thesis supports that. Although there is no conclusive evidence that the polar cell 
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extensions act as a placeholder, the work in this thesis and the dissertation of Michelle 
Giedt from our lab (Giedt, 2018) creates a strong argument that this is their function. 
Additionally, my work with glycoprotein formation in this thesis shows that this may be 
the sole function of these extensions, although that remains to be investigated further. A 
recent paper shows that border cells are involved in formation of the gap-junction-
forming innexin proteins that they use to attach to the oocyte after migration, showing 
that they are capable of secretion outside of just chorion (Miao, Godt, & Montell, 2020). 
 Here we have investigated three interconnected steps of Drosophila micropyle 
development. The knowledge gained from these experiments contributes to a larger 
understanding of how micropyle formation is achieved consistently and accurately during 
oogenesis, and how even seemingly small requirements must be performed correctly to 
ensure the best chance of sperm fertilization. This thesis also furthers our understanding 
of similar micropyle formation processes that occur across a wide variety of organisms, 
ranging from other insects to animals like fish. Finally, this work contributes to our 
understanding of acellular tubulogenesis processes. The formation of the Drosophila 
micropyle occurs in a unique acellular fashion that does not follow any of the typical five 
methods of cellular tubulogenesis.  
 
Future Directions 
In this thesis we investigated the timing requirements for the polar cell extensions. 
However, the experiments in this work have room to be expanded upon and refined. 
Future experiments may utilize a similar experimental setup with more precise methods 
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for extension disruption. Focusing on efficient production and degradation of aPKCDN, 
precise measurement of oogenesis stage length, or other methods of extension disruption 
may provide even more accurate information about their temporal requirements.  
Additionally, this thesis found that polar cell extensions are not involved in 
sialoglycoprotein formation on the micropyle surface. The obvious next step of this 
project will be to determine whether these extensions are involved in formation of 
glycoproteins that contain fucose moieties. It is known that fucose-containing 
glycoproteins are involved in Drosophila sperm attraction and retention (Intra et al., 
2006), so performing similar experiments with a fucose-binding stain will provide insight 
into whether polar cell extensions are responsible for their formation. Additionally, an 
alternative hypothesis is that the glycoproteins are formed independent of the polar cell 
extensions and are required to direct the extensions as they form. It is not yet known what 
gives directionality to the polar cell extensions, so the micropyle glycoproteins are a 
likely candidate. To do this, knockouts of genes responsible for these moieties could be 
expressed and resulting polar cell extensions observed. The gene Fuca is known to be 
involved in alpha-L-fucosidase formation (Loppin et al., 2015). Although the polar cell 
extensions are seemingly not involved in sialoglycoprotein formation, we found that 
some component of the border cell/polar cell cluster is involved; further investigation will 
be required to determine what cells are responsible. In addition to this, many more 
questions about the micropyle developmental process remain to be explored. Our study 
only investigated formation of sialoglycoproteins, the function which are not yet 
understood. 
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Finally, we show here that polar cell apoptosis in late oogenesis is likely required 
for sperm entry into the egg chamber. We hypothesize that this is due to a blocked 
micropyle pore that prevents sperm entry. To prove this, future experiments may be able 
to confirm that the fertilization rate of egg chambers where polar cell apoptosis has been 
inhibited are in fact lower than those of wild type. Additionally, the mechanism of this 
apoptosis is still unknown. In order to fully understand this step in the micropyle 
developmental process, future experiments may investigate both the identity and the 
source of the signal that causes polar cell apoptosis.  
The results of these studies form another incremental step in understanding the 
holistic process of Drosophila micropyle formation and the roles of the polar cell 
extensions in it. We have isolated a specific time period during which polar cell 
extensions are required, determined these extensions are not involved in 
sialoglycoprotein formation, and explored the temporal requirements for late stage polar 
cell apoptosis. Combined, these projects more clearly define the role of polar cell 
extensions in Drosophila micropyle formation, and at the same time create many more 
questions.  
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Figure 6.1: Polar cells and their extensions are involved in a range of activities 
throughout oogenesis. Migration of the border cells and polar cells in the two stages 
prior to extension formation (9 and 10A) is required not only to ensure proper formation 
of a micropyle pore, but also because some component of this cluster is involved in 
micropyle surface sialoglycoprotein formation (A). Polar cell extension presence is 
required during both the beginning and middle stages of chorion deposition, and when 
inhibited the micropyle forms without a pore (B). Inhibition of polar cell extensions in 
late chorion deposition, however, does not affect pore formation, suggesting that they 
may not be required at this time (C). Finally, apoptosis of the polar cells and their 
extensions during stage 14 is required to vacate the micropyle pore; when apoptosis was 
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inhibited, eggs were fertilized at a significantly lower rate, suggesting that the polar cells 
may be blocking sperm entry into the egg chamber (D).   
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